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WEATHER
Today: Rain/Thunder
High 79, Low 69
Saturday: Showers
High 77, Low 65
Sunday : Rain
High 72, Low 63
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Hurricane Ivan Brings Destruction

Microsoft
Alliance
Offers Free
Software

'

I

BY LA'TRISHA GOMER
Contributing Writer

Students looking to upgrade
their computer software can now
get free programs from the iLab.
Howard is one of four universities participating in a program
called the Microsoft Developer
Network Academic Alliance.
The Microsoft alliance program is a partnership that gives
free software to universities to be
distributed to students. Students,
faculty and staff at Howard
University, Dartmouth College,
University of MassachusettsAmherst, the State University
of New York Stony Brook and
several other schools are able to
access numerous developer tools
and applications for educational
and research purposes. Windows
XP professional, Visual FoxPro
video editing software and visual
studio NET 200~ professional
are just some of the programs
available at no cost to students
and staff.
Some students feel that the
free software would be more
benefiqial if students were aware
that it-was available.
Tiffany Moore, a junior nursirig major, attributes the lack of
students' knowledge about the
free software to the lack of advertisement by the University.
"The only students who
probably knew about the software are the students who spend
a lot of time in the iLab," Moore
• "I would have taken advansaid.
tage but I didn't know about the
free software."
Junior human development
major, Samaria Campbell said
that she knew about the free
software but did not take any of
the programs.
"I was in the iLab one day
last year on two occasions when
I saw a man giving out free software," Can1pbell said. "But I
already had the programs that
he was giving out on my computer."
According to iLab technician Justin Varghese, there are
announcements made in the
. iLab telling students about t he
free programs.
"When the announcements
are made, every now and then

HBCUs to
.Compete 1n
Ford Business
Competition
•

BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Seeking to expand the
corporation's product resume
from "ehicles to leaders, Ford
Motor Company announced its
new business plan competition
for black college students at a
press conference Tuesday.
•
Ford's HBCU Business
Classic will allow 370,000
black college students to submit authentic business pfans
for their dream enterprise to
compete for $ 100,00 in schol-·
arships.
"As many as possible" was
the response Tony Brown,
senior vice president of Global
Purchasing of Ford Motor
Company, and other personnel gave to the question of how
many students could apply.
All majors and classifications
are qualified to apply and can

....

enter individually or in teams
of two to five by the Jan. 15
deadline. ·
While Bla~ks spend $ 700
billion annually in the U.S.,
less than seven percent of
those dollars return to the
black community according to
FraserNet, one of the largest
black networking conferences.
"Something needs to be
done," Brown said. "Ford has
40 · years of history of supporting HBCUs. As we further
develop a relationship with
these institutions, we better
understand areas to help."
Panelist David Bing spoke
on how the program not only
offered students vital exposure,
but a chance for those involved,
like selection panelists Earl
Graves, Susan L. Taylor, and
Ervin "Magic" Johnson, to
See FORD, News AS

DNC Encourages
All Students to Vote

I
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Many students with family and friends along the Gulf Coast region of southern states are
concerned due to the onslaught of Hurricane Ivan. Ivan landed as a category four hurricane.

·Ivan Leaves Students' Families in Need

See SOFTWARE, News AS

BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hi/Ito Staff Writer

Hurricane Ivan's arrival in the United States on
Wednesday evening forced
millions of residents out of the
Gulf Coast region of the soutlh
ern states including the Florida
panhandle, Alabama, Louisiana
and Mississippi.
For many Howard students
from the Soutl1, their fan1ilies
were a part of the mass evacuation.
"I have an aunt who lives in
Memphis, Tennessee and every
time there is a hurricane that's
where we go," said Danielle

Boveland, a sophomore public relations major from New
Orleans. "There are a lot of us
-aunts, uncles, cousins- it's like
a big caravan."
Others were not lucky
enough to find shelter from the
impending storms as easily.
With millions of residents leaving on short notice, traffic w'as
at a near standstill and hotels
were booked for 111iles.
''My mo1n and 1ny grandparents drove to Arkansas
because il was the only place
in 1he vicinity where there were
hotels available," said junior
Jennifer lVIoorc from New
Orleans. "It's usually a four-

hour drive but it took them 14
hours to get there:·
In addition to New Orleans,
residents of Mobile, Ala. were
ordered to evacuate the city on
Tuesday to avoid the brunt of
the storn1 predicted to hit the
area \.Yednesday night and into
Thursday morning.
"The whole city was evacuated on Tuesday so n1y family
went to stay with family," said
Kevin Tyson, a junior physical
education from Mobile. "We
don't have too many storms hit
us but this one could be serious."
See IVAN, News AS

BY AYESHA RASCOE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Democratic
National
Committee Chainnan Terry
McAuliffe visited Blackburn
Center on Monday to speak to
students on the importance of
voting.
McAuliffe began highlighting the differences between
his presidential candidate Sen.
J ohn Kerry and incumbent
President George W. Bush.
The Howard University
Student Association (HUSA)sponsored session marked the
beginning of a nirle-college
tour McAuliffe is embarking
on to encourage young people
to vote. "I have one single job
and that job is to beat George
Bush," McAuliffe said.
Speaking to a crowd of
about 80 sh1dents, the chairman stated that if young people who were eligible to vote in

the 2 0 00 election had voted,
he feels that Bush would not
be in office. McAuliffe claims
that 70 percent of this generation supports Kerry and he
feels that the youth will play a
pivotal role in this election for
his party.
"If you don't engage and
you don't vote, we're going to
lose," McAuliffe said. "ffhe
Democratic Party) is going to
fight for you, but we need you
to fight for us."
Additionally,
McAuliffe
attacked Bush's actions, declaring that he 111isled Americans
about weapons of mass destruction and that Bush will be the
first president in 75 years not
to create one new job. He also
warned students that if Bush
stays in office, any Suprcn1e
Court Justice appointment he
makes could put the status of
See VOTE, News A9

School of 'C' Pageant a Success
BY TARYN BURNS
Contributing Writer

~ 1.ar l t-nt
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Juniors Patrick Rickers and Laura Brown won the title of the 200472005 Mr. and Ms. School of
Communications at the annual pageant held Wednesday night.
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* ·Editorials & Perspective, B8-B9

Juniors Patrick Ricks and Laura Brown
took the titles of Mr. and Ms. School of
Con1n1unications at the 2004-2005 J ohn H.
J ohnson School of Communications pageant
held in the Blackburn Ballroom Wednesday
night.
With the the1ne "Sounds of our Souls:
The Progressions of Black Music," the show ,
was dedicated to the success of AfricanAmerican artists.
'Tin very excited I got to represent my
school and the Howard community," said
Brown, a speech communications major.
"The pageant had an excellent turnout and
was run very well. I loved the theme and
that we got to exemplify how black music
has affected us young people."
' The show opened with the 11 contes-

Find out how the
Lady Bison are
. preparing for the
Virginia Tech
Tournament...
Sports.. ~Bl

Find out which
class scores a
'hole in one' on
campus...

Campus...A2

,..

tants dressed up as artists such as Erykah
Badu and Beyonce, lip synching to classic black music hits such as Natalie Cole's
"Unforgettable" and Aretha Franklin's
"Respect." As the spotlight turned to Brown,
dressed as Mary J. Blige, the crowd stood
to its feet and sang along to "I'm Going
Down."
"I loved that· everyone dressed the part
of artists and their personalities still showed
through in their performance," said junior
mechanical engineeril!g major Priscilla
McClelland. "I really liked how it ranged
from black artists from way back in the day
to more recent artists. That was nice."
The talent portion of the program consisted of singing, interpretive dances, a step
routine, spoken word and an interpretation
of art.
"The School of C had a more diverse
See PAGEANT, News AS

Find out if long
distance relationships are
worth the wait...
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Black and Latino SAT Scores Increase
scores went up will have a greater comparative advantage in
ter1ns of accessing higher eduWhile minority students cation. Other students will have
continue to fall behind their less of an opportunity."
White and Asian-American
During the 2003-2004
peers in the SAT standard exam, school year, 13.478 black seniors
there has been an increase in took the SAT in Georgia, an 11
the scores and participation of percent increase from the previAfrican-American and Latino ous year. Nationally, black stustudents in California and dents averaged 857. Georgia's
Georgia according to a recent black student average increased
study. The study also indicates one point to 853. Conversely,
that more black and Latino stu- Georgia's Latino students surdents are en route to college.
passed the national Latino averAlthough this change is pos- age of 916. They increased their
itive, it may not be so for eve1y average by eight points to 949.
minority student.
There was also a 28 percent
''The performance is uneven increase of Latino students who
and it's not nationwide," said took the SAT, totaling 14.447·
Alvin Thornton, the associate
Still, \Vhite and Asianprovost at Howard University. American students outscored
"What that means in terms these groups by far. The averof the impact is that it will be age White student's composite
uneven in terms of how it will score was 1059, rising 20 points
affect the access of black stu- since 1994, while the average for
dents to higher education. TI1ose Asian-Americans rose 42 points
students in the states where the in the past decade to reach
BY SHAENA HENRY
Contributing Writer

Do you lzave

words of wisdo111
or e11cou.rage11ze11t
for friends and
f aniily affected by
Hurricane Ivan?

1084.
"The standards have to be
raised for minority students
in this country," said Chenoa
Maye, a junior political science
major. "If these were White statistics it would not be seen as
an accomplishment, but rather
as a problem that needs to be
addressed."
Although Black and Latino
students' scores remain adequately below the national
average, some students feel the
change is still significant.
'"The increase in SAT scores
will make college admissions
qualifications harder which
is good in essence because it
shows we're getting smarter," said Melissa J ohnson, a
freshman business management major. "For the School of
Business Honors Program you
used to need a 1000 SAT score,
but now it is higher because of
the increase average of the students."

BY TEVIE MONK

sure you have secured
all your personal
belongings."

Contributing Writer

~la.)a

"Stay strong."

Golf Classes On Campus
Scores a .Hole in One
:;onlribuling Writer

"One of my friends·
fainily lives in that
area. and they ' re in n1y
thoughts and prayers.''

Gllllam·St'nJor Photo t.Allor

Students are overall enjoying the new one-credit beginning golf class
Howard University is offering as a part of the Health, Human Performance
and Leisure Studies department.

BY MA LERIE MATLOCK

Ian Ward
Senior
Marketing

achievement.
"Georgia has one of the lowest standards of education in
the country," said senior history
major Tara Kester. '"The fact
that they have raised their standards is fantastic, but they still
need to do 1nore bv in1plcment
ing more SAT prep programs
and tutors.'
Others believe that plenty of
factors must be acknowledged
in order to close this achievement gap, such as finances and
motivation.
"They are doing well which
gives them more opportunities
to come to college, but they need
more inspiration to let them
know that they can come to college and do as well as Whites,"
said Sasskya Archibald, a sophomore clinical lab science major.
"The majority of them are not
exerting themselves because
they say 'hey, I have high scores,
but no funding.' "

Howard Forms High
School Debate Team

Heather Sullivan
Sophon1ore
Psychology
"Be safe, and 1nake

Chris Williams
Sophomore
Legal
Communications

Thornton cites the reason for
this progression as the increased
effort to help minority students
better their education.
"It is a response to targeted
programming by the state education agencies," Thornton said.
"Many states, as in the case of
Georgia, will hire a specific staff
person responsible for increasing test perfonnances. There is
also more of a focus on aligning
the curriculum of the students."
California, for example, has
been extremely dedicated to
preparing its minority students
for the SAT exam through mentoring programs and advanced
placement courses. As a result,
Balboa High School, a school
with a large minority population, saw 47 percent of its students score over a 900 and 23
percent over 1000.
Nevertheless, some students
feel educators and their students
need to focus on how to maintain reaching higher levels of

Gwendolyn Davis, chairman of
the Department of Health, Human
Performance and Leisure Shtdies, carried out the concept of offering the new
Beginning Golf course this semester and
is pleased with the progress the class is
making. While observing the class, she
found the students to be very enthusiastic and eager to learn.
Marshall Banks, professor of leisure
studies and kinesiology, instructs the
one-credit course that he says is going
well.
''A lot of the students have played
golf before and have the basic skills,"
Banks said. "If [Howard] organized a
golf team [they] wouldn't have far to

teaching the class,~ Davis said. "Golf is
a popular sport that African-Americans
are excelling in and can be used at all
age levels."
The course is held in the main gymnasium of Burr, from 11:10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Junior finance 1najor, David Overton
chose to take the course so that he can
practice on a consistent bases and use
the sport to help him build relationships
in the business world.
"While working on Wall Street, I
learned that golf is key to building relationships with people and can contribute
to your long term success in the business
world," Overton said.
However, some students taking the
class are just beginners like J aponica
Gilbert, a junior advertising major.
"The only golf experience I have is

go."

"Dr. Banks is doing an excellent job

See GOLF, News A9

Last summer, the Communication
and Culture department of the John
H. Johnson School of Communications
developed an organization targeting
urban high school students interested
in debate. By developing the National
High School Forensics Academy and
Tournament, Howard University became
the first l IBCU to develop such a program.
"[NHSFAT] is an academic boot
camp for high school students involved
in, or interested in getting involved in
competitive policy debate," said attorney John Davis, founder of the organization and professor in the School of
Communications.
The rigorous program brought 49 talented high school students from around
the nation to Howard in order to attend
seminars and lectures to guide them to
be better debaters. The 10-day program,
which lasted from July 1 through J uly
11, occupied the students' time with lectures lasting from as early as 8 a.m. until
10 p.m. While at Howard, the students
were housed in the Bethune Annex.
"It was a lot of work, but the students
enjoyed it," said the program's director of media relations Rachel Cooper, a
junior legal comn1unications major "I
still have student~ calling me trying to
find out what's going on for next year."
At the end of the program, the students participated in a tournament of
which two winners received the Albert R.
Wynn Debate Scholarship, allotting each
person $5,000 to be used toward future
studies al Howard University.
"I think the program was a success,"
Davis said. "Not only were we able to
raise $108,ooo fro1n organizations outside of Howard, we were able to give

two winners scholarships. We will also
provide up to 500 sets of instructional
DVDs to urban public high schools to
help them to develop their own debate
programs."
While the NH~FAT targets urban
high school youth, the communication
and culture department's Martin Luther
King, Jr. Forensic Society is aimed at
getting Howard students involved in one
of its three areas: the speech team, mock
h·ial team or policy debate team, which
is being reenacted after a nearly 10-year
hiatus.
The Martin Luther King, Jr. Forensic
Society is open to all Howard students.
"You do not necessarily have to be a
legal communications major to enjoy it,"
said junior legal communications major,
Janine Alston, who also serves as the
vice president of administration for the
mock trial team.
Students are encouraged to join
forensic organizations because it can
strengthen their research abilities. It can
also teach individuals to present their
ideas in a logical way.
"Debate is good because it helps you
to hone your critical thinking skills," said
Debyii Sababu Thomas, the former director of Howard's debate team and a professor in the School of Com1nunications.
"It enables you to focus on an issue and
develop a strategy to intelligent\} present your ideas."
Others feel that forcnsirs is important because it ~ llows an individual to
develop public speaking 1'kills.
'"It has almost become cliche to hear
people say that public speaking has
become the greatest fear of Americans,"
said mock trial team merrber Darryl
Lockett, a senior finance major. "To
overcome this fear at an earl) age can
prove to be beneficial to one's future sueSee DEBATE, News A9

Students Warn Their Peers About Tardiness to Class
BY KEAHTI INGRAM
Contributing Writer

Tanisha Mercado
Sophon1ore
Anthropology
"Coming fro1n the
Virgin Islands,
hurricanes are very
common for me. My
advice to the people in
the affected area is to
head for higher ground,
and pack your bags.''

It is 11:51 a.m., and you are
on your way to your 12:10 class.
You have not eaten all day, and
you would love to stop by the
Punch Out but you do not have
time. Instead, you go to class to
prevent being late. At 12:25, you
are attentively listening to your
professor's lecture and son1eone walks in with a Chick-Fil-A
bag. The fresh aroma of chicken
and waffle fries surround the
room and your stomach starts
to growl. If only you had spared
a few minutes of class tinle to
catch some lunch like your fellow student.
This is a common situation
on Howard's campus. While
some students go through great
lengths to arrive to class on time,
others simply take their time.
"I'm not late often, but when
I am it's usually because I missed
the shuttle, overslept, or forgot
an assignment," said sophomore
finance major, Bethani Fuzz.
S01ne students are more
nonchalant about what time
they get to class.
Ambrosia Mmonu, a business management major, said

she is late about five times a
week... I'm always late because I
take a long time getting dressed,
and I like to socialize on the way
to class," Mmonu said.
While most students agree
that being late lo class every
once in a while is ok, others feel
that students who arrive late
disrupt the class.
"People should be responsible and plan their schedule in
such a way to give them enough
time to get fro1n place to place,"
said marketing major Brittani
Stepter. "When people come in
late, they make noise and interrupt the professor."
In addition to interrupting the class, students 1niss out
on information that was covered before they got there. The
first few minutes of class are an
extremely important part of the
lecture, according to professors,
because announcements concerning tests and due dates are
often given at this time.
While some prpfessors agree
that tardiness can be irritating,
many professors understand
that every student cannot be on
time every day.
"At some point in our lives,
we all have overslept, gotten

~larknc
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While some students are nonchalant toward getting to class on time, others feel late arrlvers
disturb class when entering late.

stuck in traffic, encountered
problems with public transportation or had an emergency of
some kind," said history professor Donald Roe. "However, professors are most concerned with
the student who is consistently
tardy without a sufficient reason. This might reflect an atti-

tude of indifference among the
students."
Students also understand
that their peers may have difficulty arriving to class on time
each day, but encourage them to
at least make a conscious effort.
Students also suggest e-mailing
the professor if they know they

will be late ahead of time.
"Students should know
themselves enough to schedule
their classes to fit their personal
schedule," said Eric Jackson, a
sophomore business major. "If
you 're not a morning person,
don't get morning classes ...

'
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Howard Student Starts
Silver Sky Movie Company

lM.PWLOYEE

6f ·"C-~

sional quality.
Aquiyb $\•Ivester, a Howard University computer
graphics graduate and one of the founding members of
the group, credits Abdullah \\1th gettmg together the
necessary paperwork that transformed the group into a
company.
"He was focused and he transformed it into an
actual company," Sylvester .said. "His focus encourages
people to join. His determination and his drive encourage members to stay committed to the Sih r Sk"Y direc. "
.
ti on.
Besides film, the political science minor is interested in religion, culture and politics, which are recurring
themes of Abdullah's film projects.
..A hardcore film maker has to be \'ersatile in man\
subjects so the films can be accurate, realistic, and co~
vincing," Abdullah said.
His contagious work ethic allows the members of
the business to be proud of what they can accomplish.
"His vision is excellent,~ said Shaheed Colen, a
finance alumnus of Howard Universit\, and member
of the company. "He is very determin~d and [strong]
Tia Good><ln-!>uilf Pho<ognpb<r
willed. He knows exactly what he wants in life and how
Mateen Abdullah started an Independent movie
ro accomplish it. We will be successful because of him
company called Sliver Sky Entertainment.
.tnd the other like-minded individuals in the group."
Abdullah hopes to counter the issues that stem
All tht. resource' to make a motion picture are here
from generational child abuse in his latest film, star- at Howard," Abdullah said. "You have business people
ring Howard university students Hari Williams and that can take care of the business side, architecture
Zachary Kenworthy, which may be ready for vie\\/ing in majors that can do interior and set designs, people in
the spring.
fine arts to create costumes, scripn'lriters in the English
Abdullah credits the University for helping to shape department, actors in the Acting department, etc. It's
his dream of making motion picture films because be just that as a whole, people haven't learned how to put
has access to many talented people.
the resources together."

BY SHANNON EVANS
Contributing Wrltor

t.1atecn Abdullah, a senior film production major,
started Silver Sky Entertainment, LLC, an independent
movie company, in the fall of :.!002.
"Cincmntography and visual imagery is in my blood,"
Abdullah said.
A native of Seattle, he originally started the company as a film group with six members, a year after
tn1nsfcrring from Bethune-Cookman College.
The memhcrs have changed over time, but the con·
ccpt of being a su'pport system to achieving high quality
film projects, and countering the lack of unity in the film
department has remained the same.
"?.fy goal is to inspire and motivate people, and
make a contribution to their thoughts," Abdullah said.
With Ahd11llah's guidance, the company has blossomed into a :.!O·member alliance divided into four
teams: business team, animation, writing staff and production.
llis interest in film can be traced back to his high
school days. On a whim, he joined an after-school
photography club in his sc•nior year. This photography
training along with several vcars of video production,
allowed him to develop a background in visual imagery
and photograph).
"Film and photography nrc identical," Abdullah said
"The diffcn'n<'c is, one is still and the other is motion."
As prcsid<'nt of Silver Sky Entertainment, LLC,
Ahdullah has also taken on the challenging role of being
a cinematographer, and is responsible for the overall
look of the film and making sure that it is of a profes-

FRESHMEN SPEAK:
What are your likes a"d dislikes of Upperclasst11e"?
"Son1<'times they treat us like we're
freshmen in high school. Some of them
are 1nean and bourgeois. One thing that
I do likt' about then1 is that some upperclass1ncn did fore-\.,..arn me about things
that go on at Ho\vard."

"Most are receptive, but some don't give us
"The upperclassmen have never done any- initial validity and shrug us off."
thing wrong to me. The girls are really friendly."
-Matthew Manning, political science

-Keenan Thomas, communications
-·rahira Spinks, political science

"Most of them are cool, with the exception of the ones with stank attitudes."

-Patience Green, chemistry
'" \\Then they sec the chain [ID carrier],
they turn U\\'av
. and don't make eve
. contact.
So1ne though, truly ..vant to give advice...

-Wanjiku Mwangi, biology
'

"They assist in any \\·ay that they can."

"The upperclassmen seem to be outgoing
people, but I haven't had too much contact
with them yet."
"Some of them are nice and
want to help out regarding teachers. Some are unnecessarily
rude."

-Kiah Smith, undecided

"They think because you're new, you don't
kno\v anything. They forget they were once
freshmen too."

-Kiersten Cooley, political science

Moment in Howard
History: Past Howard
Students Vote Anti-Bush
.

Si'.\kl'n years ago on Sept. 16, fom1er
Hilltop stnff writl'r Daniel Spnrks \\TOtC
a per$pccth-c for the paper titled "\\'ho
should \\C choose in No\: a decision
Ho\\'ard Unh ersit' :-;tudl'nts are currcntlv
.
rn~·ing regarding the :.?004 presidenti,11
l'lection.
The 19 8 pre.<:1dential election was
deemed "th~ race that wasn t" becau«e
neither eandidate proposed benefit:- to
th<' Africnn-Americ.nn community.
•A.; usual, Republican Vice President
George Bush. can't recall n thi~ about
the Iran-Contra dealings... Democratic
opponent ~Iichael Dukakis. hn'e nothing
to offer the black conuuunit), just a different package," Sparks "rott:>. "AfricanAn1erican:; should not be fon-ed to flock
to the Democratic party b) default. ..~
That year, Dukakis received 41,809.030
popular \Otes and 111 electoral votes
while Bush recei"ed 48,901,046 popular
votes and 426 electoral 'otes.
Ju:-1 as some blacks felt trapped into
voting Democrat even though they were

.

"Seniors help me out a lot. They
tell me how to prepare for certain
teachers."

-Earl Campbell III, biology

-An1eer Sherard, finance

BY KAREN BRUNDIDGE
Contributlll{l Writer

-Arin Williams, radio-TV-film

Compiled by Karen Brundidge

Jl :Moment In

O\ eraII

unplca ed with the presidential
cnndidate. some still feel that way regarding the presidential election of 2004 .
In the current presidential election.
Pre:-ident George \\'. Bush is nmning for
hb ~erond tem1 in office "bile Sen. John
Kerrv would like to show America what
he can do for tht' people of this countrv.
"Until we c.1n get u candidate wh~ is
re~dy to attack and correct the wron~s of
Atuerican history, Jamon Jefferson \\ill
vote for him.,cl( ·said Jamon Jefferson. a
sophomore politicAI science major.
\\'hile 1nnny (X.~ple are lr);ng their
hardest to get Bush out of office, others
are apprehen.;he about voting Kerry for
president becau:.e he would take over in
the middle of a war if elected.
\\'hate\'er the case. man) indi\iduals
C:\"J)re~ the importance of voting in this
election, especially because of the war
and threats of terrorism, and are beginning to realize that their vote will count.
•it is vel) important that v.-e get out
to \'Ote this year," said senior radio, TI'
and film major Latoya Jan1es. ·1 am definitely voting for Keny because I do
not want to go through the same

things that we are going through with
Bu:-h.·
Some students ha\e alread) made
their decision as to whom thev v.ill vote
for in November. However, those who
remain uncertain are encouraged to
research the issues represented bv both
Bush and Kerry in order to make the best
choice.

"There are many resources available to the black community to become
informed \'Oters; said Daniel Shannon,
a sophomore economics major. •1t is
essential that v.;e capitalize on these
opportunities because no matter who is
in office, things will not change for the
better until we a-: the black community
make informed decisions."

EEK

Staff
Assistant
Has the
Cure for all
Computers
BY NICOLE M . MELTON
Contributing Wliter

When Gell)' Hunter
was in the fifth grade he
received his first computer.
Little did he know thnt hi:;
fascination \\/ith computers
would not be just n hobbv,
but would prove to become
an c.xciting and successful
career.
Hunter, a senior .staff
assistant in the iLab's
ResNet Support Center,
began working at Howard
three years ago. Four thousand repaired computers
later, Hunter is still working hard to keep students,
and their computers, up
and running. He spends
his days, and sometimes
very late nights, working
quietly in his dimly lit office
toward the rear of the iLab.
Like patients in a doctor's
office, over 40 sick computers are lined up along the
glass walls, waiting for their
chance to be examinl•d.
"I am generally working
on the iLab floor, helping
students with the computers, formatting papers and
answering general computer questions," Hunter said.
Hunter's job as a senior
staff assistant also requires
him to be on call to aid with
ResNet complications, such
as problems with the resi·
dence halls' cable or internet connections. Led by his
altruistic spirit, he extended
his services two years ago
to include free computer
repairs for all Howard students.
"If you actually read
my job description, I don't
have to fix machines,"
Hunter said. " I do this
out of the goodness of my
heart. Other companies will
charge }OU $50 per hour
to work on your computer.
God gave us talents to share
with other people. I was in
college once too, and I still
owe meals to people who
helped me."
Although his love of
computers dates back into
his childhood, Hunter
originally chose to pursue a degree in ngineering at Johnson C. Smith
University.
"One day I went to
the computer lab to play a
game and the director of
the honors college told me
I was the only student who
could ever get the computers to work," Hunter said.
"After I told him my major
be said I should co d r
studying compute
en .
So I said, 'why not?
After graduating with
a computer science degree,
Hunter began "Working at a
slew of computer busin
es. His resume reads hke a
"Who's Who• m the techn1cal industry. He has worked
as a network adnunistrator
at IBM Global
an
as a product support engineer at Mic:ro8oft. Hunter
eYen used to manage hJS
own computer consulting
business However, he says
See WEEK. News A9
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Perspective

·

£ ust the LIAR

BY KHORI T. SMITH
Contributing Writer

There is a persuasive
ideology in the world today
that suggests one can attain
happiness and fulfillment
through money, fame, sex,
drugs and power. Attain
any or all of these and selffulfillment is inevitable.
Each lust has the ability
to call us by name, and the
power to tempt us all in some
way. It's when we doubt
this fact that we become the
most susceptible. What then
is the response of a person
who seeks to be obedient to
God, especially when popular culture and media types
constantly reinforce this
lie. In a sea of new-age philosophies and the constant
bombardment of worldly
values, how does the Godlover cope?
One has to look inside;
one has to look to God. We
remember that in the book of

Hosea, the children of Israel
had stopped following God
to chase after the lust of
their day. God told th<>m
they would eat and never
be filled, they would commit
harlotry and never be satisfied, they would gain abundance and it would vanish.
The truth is that lust
never delivers, lust only
promises. Happiness and
fulfillment are not attained
through money, fame, sex,
drugs, and power. You see,
lust makes us believe: "Get
me and I'll fulfill you," only
when you finally get it, the
jokes on you. Lust is insatiable; it will always leave
you hungry for more, often
leaving you more empty
than when you first began.
Before long, lust will make
new and more daring promises that, in the end, \vill
never be delivered.

Divinity School Pins
First Year Students
BY ASHLEIGH SCOTIE
Contributing Writer

On Wednesday, Sept. 15,
the Howard University School
of Divinity held its pinning ceremony in the Howard Thurman
Chapel. President Swygert was
the main speaker.
This semester, there are
approximately 370 students
enrolled in the School of
Divinity. The divinity school has
made a lot of progress. Recently,
President Swygert granted $1
million to the school in order to
make window and roof repairs
to the divinity school. The campus also has a new computer lab
in the student lounge to better
serve the Internet needs of the
students.
Swygert also made it clear
that the dedicated faculty members are also highly respected
and valued. In addition to the
$1 million grant for the chapel
repairs, there are now three
open teacher's assistant positions for graduate students.
These positions include tuition
remission as well as a stipend
for the semester.
Many divinity students such
as Vonderlear Fields brought
members of their family to
attend the ceremony, "I brought
my family out so they can understand what I'm doing." It was
easy to see the deep meaning
that this ceremony holds for the
students, former students, professors, and family members. In
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addition to a formal introduction to the School of Divinity,
the ceremony was "a fellowship
opportunity to see fellow classmates," said Cheryl Cook, a first
year divinity student.
President Swygert spoke
about his early days as a Howard
student, and how the Divinity
School - "School of Religion
as it was called at the time"
- provided a sense of refuge
from the political turbulence
that surrounded every day life
in the196os. Given the history
of the divinity school, the pinning ceremony is very symbolic,
and holds a different meaning
for each person that attended.
Maxine Brown, an evangelist
from Charleston, West Virginia
said, "[I am] finally getting a
chance to be accepted as a member of the cloth."
The divinity school holds a
pinning ceremony twice a year,
once in the fall and once for the
spring semester students. It is
an opportunity for the new students and their family to be officially welcomed into the school.
The faculty and administration
pins each of the new students
and welcomes them into the
school of divinity.
The school of divinity holds
chapel services each Wednesday
evening at 5:30 p.m. in the
Howard Thurman Chapel. The
divinity shuttle runs to and from
the campus picking students up
on main campus as well as at the
Brookland Metro stop.

HU Representing at 2005 Pageant
BY KENNETH E. MAXEY II
Hilltop Staff Writer

During a time when the
vicious campaigns between
presidential candidates and
when war has killed countless
Iraqis and young ·\merican soldiers, it is revitalizing to know
that an estimated 20 million
Americans view the 20042005 Miss An1erica pageant.
This year, Howard University
has the honor of being represented in this prestigious
night of elegance and beauty.
Tiffany Jenkins, a graduate
student receiving her Masters
of Counseling at Howard
University. will be among the
other contestants vying for Miss
America.
The first Miss America
Pa<>eant was a spectacular twoday festival, culminating with
a beachfront parade called the
Bather's Revue. The only decree
for the contest was that all participants "must positively be
attired in bathing costumes."
The judges' stand-out darling
was a slight, freckled 16-yearold from the Washington. Her
name was Margaret Gorman.
She was petite, five one, with
blonde hair and looked very
much like Mary Pickford who
was the biggest star of the day.
Even the first pageant had
its opponents. In fact, all over
the country, women's clubs and
religious organizations publicly
attacked the Miss America pageant. They accused the organizers of corrupting the nation's
morals.
In 1928, the Chamber of
Commerce voted 27 to 3 to cancel the Miss ~erica pageant.
Realizing that this event produced an interest in tourism
and drew revenue, the Chamber
of Commerce overturned their
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How~rd graduate Tiffany Jenkins Is set to compete in this
year s Miss America Pageant.

decision and decided to make
Atlantic city the permanent
home of the Miss America
Pageant.
In
an interview with
her alma mater Hampton
University, the Chair of the
Psychology
Department
Adolph Brown III expressed his
most profound happiness for
Jenkins. ~The accomplishment
by [Tiffany] Jenkins exemplifies what kind of students that
are not just at Hampton but at
all HBCU's," Brown said.
"I second that," says Aaron
Sills, who serves as Jenkins
academic adviser in the depart-

ment of Counseling Psychology.
"This is a tremendous honor
and opportunity for Jenkins."
When asked are there any
drawbacks to participating in
a beauty pageant Jenkins still
believes that loss and unsuccessful runs at becoming a champion is what we all must face
at times of our lives. However,
it is no different that achieving a Ph.D that one strives for
excellence in their scholarship.
"Whether it is Miss America or
Academia, they should strive to
be the best in everything they
do," she said.
Yet, not everyone agrees

that participation in the Miss
America Pageant is a worthy
occupation. According to one
pharmacy student Nasir Ali,
"Beauty pageants are superficial and misrepresent women
by their exterior and not their
in terior."
"I disagree," says Krista
Blackwell a Ph.D candidate.
"Initially, the pageant may have
b een more about the · exterior
but countless women and some
men have advocated for a more
substantive pageant. In other
words, the contestants should
not just posses this first glance
beauty, but a beauty that could
be heard through their words
and actions."
The first black winner,
Vanessa Williams, was chosen in 1984. Since then, more
African-Americans have worn
the crown. Williams was said
to match the "white" ideal, but
Marjorie Vincent, the 1991 titleholder, with her very dark skin
and full figure, represented a
different, and more diverse,
vision of beauty. In 1997, the
contestant from Colorado was
Hispanic and Miss Washington
D.C., was of Indian descent'.
The other African-Americans
who have been fortunate to be
Miss America are the following:
Debbye Turner in 1990, Kim
Aiken in 1994, Erica Dunlap in
2004 and perhaps this year it
will be Tiffany J enkins.
The pageant remains a
pastime for many Americans
that are willing to give up one
Saturday night each year in
September to watch some of the
most beautiful and ambitious
women that the United States
has to offer.

ISS Helps Graduate Students Deal
BY KENNETH E. MAXEY II
Hilltop Staff Writor

For most graduate and
professional international students, it can be very difficult
making the transition from
their homeland to the United
States. One recently established
group on campus has been very
instrumental in providing the
international graduate students
a sure and earlv hand of friendship.
The Graduate International
and Professional Students
Support Group (GIPSSP) is an
organization that was founded
on the principles of providing
each and every student with a
family ambiance. According to
the student coordinator of the
organization, Ada Diaz, one of
the professorial orchestrates of
this organization was the late
Dr. John M. Rile~.
"He was involved in much
of the outreach that was done on
the behalf of the international
students," Diaz said. "He wanted
to assure that the international
students understood they were
not alone in their experience.
And now, Dr. Anita Nahal, who
coordinates the International
and women's studies programs
at the graduate school, has graciously agreed to be the group's
adviser, lending them encouragen1ent and support."
According to Babacar Dieng,
a third-year English Ph.D student from Senegal, West Africa,
"It has not been easy to organize the group because gradu-

ate students are more involved
in research activity and thus
tend to not meet regularly as a
group."
However, some of the students have taken determined
steps to ensure a constant
stream of e-mail and word of
mouth messages to let students
know about the group.
"We need more international students to come to our
meetings so we can continue
to showcase the cultural, ethnic and religious diversity that
Howard has," Dieng said. "We
are not a political organization. We are an educational,
socially inclusive organization
that prides itself on providing a forum for international
students, and those who want
to learn about the issues and
ideas that have been produced
by the international students of
Howard University."
Yvette White, a masters of
arts student in English, from
Jamaica, agreed with Dieng.
"Making it easier for one to
matriculate into a new society is something we are working towards," \Vhite said. "It
appears that Howard has been
reluctant to provide [international assistance] for the graduate and professional graduate
students."
"This year," Diaz notes,
"the organization will be having a language assistance program, where native speakers of
Spanish, Portuguese, Swahili
and many other languages will

Ktn..-th \11\t) II· llllll 1p St.rf\\'rittr

International Student Services of Howard University. From
left to right: Babacar Dieng, Yvette White, Ada Diaz.

be providing introduction language courses:·
In addition to language,
one of the other projects the
organization is looking forward
to is the theme meeting that
will involve a bit of cultural and
geographical lessons. Among all
the events planned, the coordinator, who is from the Canary
Islands, is most looking fonvard
to the fiesta and salsa dance lessons in the upcoming month.
According
to
the
International
Student

Newsletter published by the
International Student Services
of Howard, the 2003-2004
school year had approximately
1,229 international students,
with about 500 graduate students.
The international students
have meetings once a month.
Any student that is interested
or have any questions about the
International support group
they can reached via e-mail at
intlsupport@yahoogroups.com

Attention all graduate school students ...
The Hilltop's newest section is just for you. Do want to
be heard? Come to our budget meetings every Tuesday
@ 7 p.m. in the West Towers or e-mail your ideas to
11
hugradsectioned@yahoo.com
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Looking for an Opportunity to
Make a Difference?
CIA's Directorate of Intelligence is seeking candidates
for AnaJyst Positions.
Analysts work on the forefront of protecting national security, quickly assessing how rapidly changing international developments will impact US interests at home and abroad. They use information
from classified and unclassified sources from around the world to develop and provide the reliable
intelligence that is essential for US policymakers to make informed decisions. The DI is hiring for the
following positions:
• Analytic Methodologist
• Collection Analyst
• Counterintelligence
Threat Analyst
• Counterterrorism Analyst

• Economic, Political,
Leadership and Military
Analysts
• Science,Technology and
Weapons Analyst

• Medical Analyst
• Psychological/Psychiatric
Analyst
• Crime and Counternarcotics
Analyst

Candidates must have at least a bachelor's degree with a minimum GPA of 3.0. Language skills,
previous foreign area residence or travel, and relevant work experience are pluses.
Candidates must successfully complete a medical examination, polygraph interview,
and an extensive background investigation.All positions require US citizenship
and relocation to the Washington, DC area.
The CIA is America's premier intelligence agency, and we are committed to
building and maintaining a work force as diverse as the nation we serve.
For additional information, and to apply online, please visit www.cia.gov
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Students Worry About Ivan

Advanced Software Available
for Howard Students at iLab
SOFTWARE, from Campus A1

we have several students come
and get the software," Varghese
said. "In the summer there were
about five students who came in
here a day for the free software,
but now there are maybe one or
two students who come in here
asking for the free programs.
The most popular software
is Windows XP or Windows
2000.

Although there are several
programs offered to students,

software such as Microsoft
Word, Power Point, Microsoft
Excel and Access need to be
used on a University-issued
computer and are only available
to university faculty and staff.
Abisola Oladapo, a sophomore electrical engineering
major, feels that the program is
a wonderful accessory for students.
"I think it's good that
Howard is giving out the software because some of the programs offered for free at Howard

IVAN, from Campus A1

can cost up to $200 if you buy it
in the store," Oladapo said.
Students looking to get
the free software can fill out
a request form online on the
Howard University website.
After filling out and signing the
downloadable request form,
students can drop it off at the
iLab and pick up their free CDs
in three business days from the
time that they drop it off.

HBCUs Compete for Scholarships
FORD, from Campus A1
reach back.
"This is an opportunity to
not only help by being a role
model, but to also help be a
mentor by telling students our
experiences, the good and the
bad," Bing said, who is a retired
NBA player and owner of $350
million corporation, The Bing
Group. "Any one with a modicum of success should give back.
Too often we become successful
and leave urban America. We
need to go back and to get the
word out entrepreneurship is
the way."
The press conference coincided with the HBCU Business
School Deans Summit being held
this week and n1any of the deans
in attendance inquired on the
program's criteria and offered
their thoughts on the role of
entrepreneurship for HBCU students and the black community.
"This is a fantastic announcement because it is a great example of blending theory and practice," said George Stevens, the
dean of Kent State University's
College of Business. "Students
want exposure to real world
experience and this is about as
close as you get. The program
provides a vehicle for tremendous exposure for students,
staff, and the entire University.
If Howard's involved, then
FAMU is involved, and North
Carolina A&T, Alabama A&M
or Rust College are all involved.
It is just incredible publicity we
could not afford to buy."
Though the program centers on the creativity and effort
for students to create a business
plan, community involvement
is also a crucial component, as
40 percent of the five finalists'
scores during judging in April

The Uni.-orld Croup

Representatives of companies like Ford and successful
blacks are giving back to the community and opening the
eyes of HBCU students to entrepreneurship.
will be the business plan's impact
on the community.
"Ford drives HBCUs and
the nation to great heights,"
said panelist Lezli Baskerville,
esq., president and CEO of the
National Association for Equal
Opportunity in Higher
Education, whose services will
be used to notify students of the
program. "Ford has been supportive of our students by helping to prepare and inspire our
students. Too many students are
looking for easy way to get financial success quick. We welcome
the opportunity to put our students in areas to lead."
J\llany Howard students have
ex-pressed the want for more
entrepreneurial curriculum for
all majors, as they seek opportunities like Ford's Business
Classic.
"Stressing entrepreneurship
encourages creativity, thinking, and proble111 solving in life
issues," said Timothy Lewis, a
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Other areas, which are not
expected to be affected as harshly as New Orleans and Mobile,
precautions were being taken
just in case.
"My friends
that go
to
Southern
Mississippi
[University) are out of school
until Monday and a lot of people are coming over from New
Orleans," said senior Natalie
Noble, a native of Natchez, Miss.
"My family isn't leaving because
it is only supposed to rain in
Natchez."
Hurricane Ivan has made
Moore a little more uneasy than
her previous experiences dealing with hurricanes.
"They are expecting 34 feet
of rain," Moore said. "My street
has been flooded before but not
my house, that's what I'm most
worried about. The cars and
stuff are in the garage and they
are ok but not the house."
The fickleness of storms in
the past leave other natives such
as Boveland indifferent about
the possible impact of Ivan.
"Hurricanes
are
really
unpredictable and you will
never know which they will go,"
Boveland. "Hurricane George

In recent weeks, Ivan Is the third hurricane to strike, causing
students to worry about the safety of their loved ones.
was supposed to come straight
at New Orleans but at the last
minute it turned, this one is no
different."
While the effects
of
Hurricane Ivan on the U.S. are
yet to be seen, it has left a trail of
ruin through the Caribbean with
over 60 dead and millions of dollars worth of damage to islands
including Grenada, Cuba, and
the Cayman Islands, according •
to CNN.com.
"The part of the island
where my family wasn't affected,

but, I have friends who were hit
hard on the other islands," said
Danette Morrison, a junior psychology major from Jamaica.
As a relief effort, various
organizations, including the
Howard Plaza Towers community outreach committee,
are collecting items that would
be helpful to the residents of
Grenada who were hit the hardest by the hurricane.

Contestants Praised for Talent
PAGEANT, from Campus A1

talent showcase than other
sophomore international busi- pageants I've been to," said
ness major. "We are starting to sophomore broadcast jourget on the right track. This pro- nalism major !ram Abdullah.
gram sounds like a very good "The crowd seemed to be really
idea because it rewards those involved and excited. It was defwho seek to make things hap- initely because of the quality of
the show."
pen."
By the time the eveningThis past weekend for the
first time the entire freshman wear segment began, all seats
class headed to the Kaufman were filled which left students
to line the walls to view the
entrepreneurial boot camp.
"We are turning the tide," pageant. Each of the contestants
said Barron H. Harvey, Ph.D., graced the stage in formal attire
dean of Howard's School of while their biographies were
Business and moderator for the read to the audience.
"The entire pageant was a
event. "We seek to build a foundation so students can be suc- great experience," said Ricks, a
cessful in corporate America if radio, TV and film major. "I got
they want. If they choose, they a chance to work with talentare capable to start their own ed African-Americans, includbusiness, and not just business ing people behind the scenes.
students, as we develop an entre- Hopefully it'll get more people
preneurship minor that will be involved next year."
After the question and
available for all students."
answer portion concluded, former title-holders Jarret Jackson
and Kadia Edwards took their
last walk as Mr. and Ms. School
of Communications.

J""""' Colbtrt· ....L ,,_.. l:.IJIA>r
John H. Johnson School of Communications was not the
only school having pageants this week. School of Business
crowned a new king and queen on Tuesday.

The coordinator of the pageant, junior public relations
major Carmen Muhammad, was
pleased with the event.
"The contestants exceeded
all my expectations, especially
after only having a week to put it
all together," Muhammad said.
"Everyone definitely proved
their talents and kept the crowd

involved. They worked hard in
a week. Their cooperation and
talents definitely showed."
Ricks and Brown will compete against the winners from
the other schools for the Mr.
and Mrs. Howard title during
Homecoming week.
"If I got to do it all over
again, I would," Brown said.
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DNC Chair Visits Howard

Golf Offered for Gym Credit

VOTE, ·from Campus A 1

GOLF, from Campus A2.

abortion and affirmative action
in jeopardy.
Though Mc.Auliffe said he
would like students lo vote for
Kerry, he said it is more important that they vote period.
Several students felt that
Mc.Auliffe successfully conveyed
these points to students.
"[Mc.Auliffe] helped to galvanize the vote more effectively and used grim statistics to
show the importance and urgent
need for African-Americans to
vote for Kerry," said Brittney
Madison, a sophomore political
science major.
In addition, sophon1ore
finance nlajor John Reid felt
that the DNC chairman's speech
helped place the candidates in a DNC Chairman Terry McAullffe made Howard University the
first stop on his tour to encourage students to vote.
different light.
"It gave a different perspecDemocratic Party."
tive," Reid said. "A lot of times said.
Mc.Auliffehas
been
the
chairSophomore political major
you get news from the press, but
man
of
the
DNC
since
February
Allen Haynes feels that the seswhen you hear it from the source
2001.
A
native
of
Syracuse,
N.Y.,
sion was significant to strengthit's much more effective."
Mc.Auliffe
revealed
that
he
began
ening the University's political
Chequan Lewis, director of
dedicating
himself
to
politics
reputation.
political affairs for HUSA, feels
when
he
was
in
his
30s.
~I think it was very importhat sessions such as these are
According
to
www.demotant that he not only came to
positive for Howard students
crats.org,
Mc.Auliffe
"spearheadHoward University, but he made
and he would like to hold more
ed
the
creation
of
the
Africanit the first stop on his campus
sessions with a variety of politiAmerican
Leadership
Council
tour," Haynes said. "I think it
cal figures.
(AALC)
as
part
of
a
comprehenjust shows dedication of DNC to
"That the chairman [of ilie
sive
effort
to
recognize
the
vast
reach out to Black youth."
DNC] wants to come to talk to
contributions
of
the
Africanus is showing that we're moving in the right direction," Lewis American community to the

playing putt-pull," Gilbert said.
"But I am looking forward to
going to Langston Golf Course
and Driving Range and putting
together my newly learned skills
on the green."
As the COUI se progresses,
Banks said that students are
realizing that there is a lot of
physical energy required when
playing golf. In order to acquaint
the students with the basic techniques of golf, he designed his
curriculum to address the fit-

ness aspects of the game as well
as introduce students to the
rules and regulations.
"The class requires as much
fitness as it does mental toughness," Banks said.
Donta Johnson, a sophomore legal communications
major, has never played golf
before the class, but plans to
continue playing the sport after
the semester is over.
"At first I was only taking
this class to fulfill my physical
education requirement, but the
class has made me more inter-

ested in playing golf," Johnson
said.
Due to the level of proficiency in the course, students
are nol required to buy a full set
of expensive golf clubs. Instead,
the University provides enough
clubs for each student to use
an iron, wood and puttl r, the
essentials needed in every golfer's bag (excluding a sand wedge
and pitching wedge).
Banks hopes that the beginning golf course will encourage
students to play golf.

NHSFAT a National Success
"Debate is ranked as the
number one extracurricular
activity sought by law firms,
law schools and Fortune 500
companies," Davis said. "You
will fi1.d that most of the movers and shakers in society have
been involved with it, including
Malcolm X and many others."
While some believe studying forensics is important for

DEBATE, from Campus A2.

cess. The skills utilized in forensics can be beneficial in many
aspects of life."
If a person is interested in
pursuing law as a profession,
joining a debate team in college
may prove to be helpful in preparing him or her for a future
career
.
...
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a successful career, others feel
that learning it is essential to
ensuring success in life.
"Anyone who wants to succeed in life must be able to critique the issues related to their
professional careers and be willing to argue and develop their
ideas," Thomas said. "Debate
can teach you to do that."

"

LABOR RELATIONS
SPECIALISTS
Vacancy #04-26 I

Hunter First Employee of the Week

The United States Postal Service has t h e above challenging

WEEK, from Campus A4

and innovative individuals to work in our Contract:

working here at Howard has
proved to be his most rewarding
jop thus far.
"When I work here at
Howard, I feel like I'm giving
back to the community." He
recalled his won undergraduate
experience, won marked with
struggle. "I didn't have money
to get my computer fixed and I
appreciated the help that people
gave me. If I have the chance to
help somebody else, I'll do it."
When Hunter is not working,
he enjoys reading and traveling.

Originally from New Jersey,
he has traveled to 35 of the 50
states, living for some time in
many of them. Hunter has also
voyaged around the world, having visited nearly 40 countries.
And of course, Hunter also loves
gadgets. He has 10 computers
at his home, two palm pilots, a
pocket PC and an MP3 player
just to name a few.
"A lot of the time, people
tell me I remind then1 of Luke
Skywalker," Hunter said jokingly. "Although there's a lot of
great new technology out there,

I like older machines the best. I
have several old models at home
that I still use regularly."
Of all his interests and hobbies, Hunter likes helping people the most.
"There are a lot of students
I have helped who come back
after they graduate and tell me,
'I couldn't have done it without
your help.' I feel great knowing
I've done my part to help son1eone get ahead. That's what it's
all about. That's what makes it
all worthwhile."

employment: opportunity avai lable for highly motivated

Administ:rat:ion (APWU) office in Washington, DC.
For additio n al in formation and to apply, please v isit o ur website: www.usps.com/employment:/corporat:ejobs.ht:m

~UNITED STLlTES
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POSTLlL SERVICE®

The United States Postal Service is

\Vlll FRIEDLE

CHRIS OWEN

lOU SE LASSER

RENEE IAYWR

HIKKI ZIERIJNG

A comedy about two guys
w•l•o•d do anything to be on top.

Busses will depart from
Cramton Auditorium to
FedEx Field at 2:30p.m.
The Busses will return to
Cramton Auditorium
immediately following
the game.
Thank you for your
cooperation
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The Inaugural P.G. Classic: Bison vs. Alcorn State
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Entertainment
Enough
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

It is as though entertainment

has marred the arena. No doubt,
the glitz, the lights and the cameras are part and parcel of the
sporting world, but no longer are
congratulatory handshakes a part
of the game. It is as though the
rivalry and camaraderie of Magic
Johnson and Larry Bird's heyday are buried below a decade of
change.
For former teammates like
Kobe Bryant and ShaquilleO'Neal,
it is as though the lukewarm professionalism of the Majestic M.J.
and a certain Mr. Pippen was
etched in a different age: an age
when teams stayed together and
the salary cap was a figment of
our imagination. No wonder six
NBA championships in the 1990s
by Jordan and his Chicago Bulls
was such a realistic notion.
No, Generation X is now
forced to suffer the backlash of the
iconic status given to our sporting
heroes. In fact, the current day
game is far more entertaining. It
is steeped in perennial gun-slinging and tabloid headlines. It is
a game that is now underscored
by a court case in Colorado and a
late lane in L.A. It is a world highlighted by a controversial trade to
M-1-A after a Detroit debacle.
\\!hen the split was made and
Shaq became the Diesel of the
Dirty South's seaside capital for
the Miami Heat, the name-calling
and finger-pointing began. Shaq
refused to stay in Los Angeles if
the guru, Coach Phil Jackson was
not asked to return by the Lakers
front office. .r-.1onths later, O'Neal
is dishing his own destructive
dunks from his Florida home.
Most recently, he lashed out at Los
Angeles Lakers General Manager
Mitch Kupchak in SLAM magazine when he said, "Some guys
are so smart they're dumb."
Yet, Kobe had to suffer the
shame of a public indictment,
charges of sexual harassment
and a microscope hovering over
bis head. In addition, constant
claims that Kobe wanted to be
traded to the team that played in
the same arena as the Lakers, the
L.A Clippers, further tarnished
his persona.
So now, midway through the
once quiet off-season period in the
NBA another reality series begins
to unfold and the arena is further warped with television-like
overtures. This particular series
is clearly not "The Bachelor."
. However, it may be closer to the
original "Survivor" in content. On
his latest single, "You Not The
Fightin' Type," the sometimes
rapping, always chatting O'Neal
takes a bear-like swipe at his former teammate Bryant. "Even if
you get me traded...wherever I'm
at, I'm Puffy; you Mase and you're
still hated."
Instead of presenting its second season of the reality series
"Dream Job", when a lucky winner can be shot to Stuart Scott
fame on ESPN, the network can
spend its time covering a real-life
reality series called Shaq versus
Kobe: when the NBA took the final
plunge. I can see the statistical
staff at Pardon the Interruption
(PTI), ESPN's highest rated show,
featuring columnists Michael
Wilbon and Tony Komheiser,
groveling away through hours of
research ori the subject.
Then, to cap the American
holiday spirit, we can have a living
room drama unfold with a mouthful of wholesome turkey and cranb~rry sauce when the Miami Heat
take on the Los Angeles Lakers on
Christmas Day. Thanks Santa, but
you can keep the lump of coal.

BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

-----------In what could prove to be
an even bigger challenge than
last week's Hampton match-up,
the Howard University Bison
will take on the Alcorn State
Braves in the annual Prince
George's Classic at FedEx Field
this Saturday. The Classic,
which sta1ts at 4 p.m. will
give the Bison football team a
chance to bounce back fron1 a
shaky start to the season. In
addition, Howard fans will also

Senjor Quarterback Donald
Carrie has thrown for 460
yards in two games for the
Alcorn State Braves.

be competing with the bustle of
the annual Georgia Avenue Day
which will be held on Saturday
as well.
The Bison, who are currently 0-2, have their work cut
out for them to combat Alcorn's
renowned offensive tactics.
Alcorn is 2-0 and the Braves
have outscored their opponents
by an average of a touchdown
per game thus far. The last tiine
both teams met was in 1995 and
the B;~on are leading the headto-head series 3-1. However,
the current Bison outfit is a far
cry from the tean1 of the mid
199o's and have been heavily
outscored in the first two games
of the 2004 season.
Howard's main concern is
the team's inability to hold on
to the football and create chances on offense. Senior Running
Back Roland '"Jay~ Colbert said,
··we need to minimize our mistakes, and execute." Defensive
Coach, Keith Gilmore, agrees
with Colbert. He assured, '"The
tean1 is receptive and is making
good progress but we need to
improve on our techniques and
cut out the mindless mistakes
we are making."
Alcorn State's 2-0 record
and stats speak for themselves. Their n1shing ) ardage
is slightly below Howard's, but
their passing average exceeds
Howard's by almost 200 yards
a game. Running backs Colbert
and Antoine Rutherford will be
hoping to find some lanes this
week in order to kick-start the

Quarterback Marcos Moreno will have to improve from his
two-interception performance of last week.

Bison running game. However,
the most telling aspect of this
match-up is the fact that the
Braves do not have a problem
holding on to the football like
the Bison do. Howard's 10 turnovers in the first two games of
the 2004 season is a scary fact
loon1ing in the back of every
player's n1ind.
Stats aside, the Bison do
have an opportunity to steal a
win if they can stay focused.
Coach Gilmore said, "They
[Alcorn State] are unpredictable. They run a lot of trick

Bison Hope to Make A
Quick Turnaround
BY ESTHER HOWARD

first year captain Jason Gross are
known for their excellent defensive
skills and much-needed composure to
Beginning the season 'l>vilh two handle college competition. This fact,
consecutive losses against American according to Tucker, should remedy
t; niversity(5-o)and George Washington and soothe an already '"aching beginUniversity (2-0), the men's soccer team ning"' to the year
has created some doubt as lo how sucNevt•rtheless, many of the univercessful their year will be. Injuries, vali· sities that the Bi on comp •te against
dation issues, and physical delays havt in the Atlantic Sun Conference this
created a sense of worry for the tean1's year have strong returning players and
coaches and players.
inspiring rookies 1\vo such squads
However, determination is still a are the Universit) of Central Florida
niajor characteristic of the Bison and (UCF) and Stetson University. The
the goal of obtaining a winning season Bison will have a chance to compete
is still a real hope. According lo Coach against these two teams this weekend
Keith Tucker, the chances of a ''Vinning at the University of Central Florida
season are better this year then they Tournament in Orlando, Fla.
have been for a while as recruits and
The concern for the men's soc
walk-ons are deen1ed faster and far cer team revolves around the fact
more aggressive. Thus far, this tact ha~ that both UCF and Stetson Universit)
proven to be a strengthening mecha- have Second Team All-Americans, in
nism to this year's men soccer team.
particular, Ti1n Sobczak from Stetson
Freshmen Michael Okoh, Arlen University. These facts are generatGerrett, Shakir Davy, and transfer ing a consensus that the Bison should
student Jerome Hyde are all known be apprehensive as they go into the
distinctly for their creative ball han- upcon1ing tournament, especially condling skills and aggressive undaunted sidering their turbulent beginning.
outlook at scoring. They represent the
When asked how he plans to defeat
motivation that the Bison have lacked his opponents in this year's UCF tourin recent years.
nament, Tucker said, "The only tl1ing
Strong returnees like Bod~ we need to do is to make then1 pla) our
Akingbohungbe, Idris Urgriohe and gan1e. Besides, if you tell your team too
1nuch about the competition,
then they'll forget what they
need to do themselves."
In the game of soccer,
creative dribbling and passing along with intimidating
defensive skills and fearless scorers is the magicrtl
potion to getting the win. It
is appar••nt that this year,
the coaching staff, as well
as the players, has a newfound focus and motivation.
Testing tournaments like
the UCF are opportunities
for the team to display this
tactical genius.
For the Bison, keeping players injury-free and
focusing on a conference title
is paramount. "Attack and
win," said returning player
Bode Akingbohungbe. This
\JI Pro l'ho10
attitude is all a part of the
Howard captain David Gross will be hoping
teain's stirring agenda to
that his team can make amends for a diffibring home this year's concult start to the season.
ference Litle.
Contributing Writer

Williams, Ryen Wilson and
Larry Duncan.
Part of the challenge of
staying focused lies in the
Bison's ability put aside their
last two defeats. According to
Junior Safety Antoine Bethea,
the Bison "need to get ready
for the next game by improv·
ing and we need to put our last
couple of games behind us."
According to Freshman
Kicker Justin Brantley, "If we
all work together and go out
there and give no percent then
we'll win. We beat ourselves.
We don't need to play perfect
football. We just need to limit
senseless mistakes. We need
to keep in mind the goals we
set as a team. and believe we
can win. It's not about how or
how many times we fell, the
only thing that matters is how
quick we get up and bounceback."

plays and pass a lot. We .... .. ' .
·-··.
can't get beat on any of
their trick plays and we .,... ··
The
H O\Va r d
need to play base defense ~ -IJ.~·~·
~ .~ : Un iversity Bison have
and stay focused ...
On offense, Howard l· ~ . \VOil their last three 1ncctwill also have lo do a
ings \vith Alcorn State
better job executing and
, Uni,·crsily. The tca1n's
creating fir~t downs.
Quarterbacks
11arcos ' <'CS recent nH'ct ing catne
11oreno and Antoine . ~ in 1995 \Vhcn t he Bison
Hartfield will have to do ~:?.' , eclg<'d past Steve l\ lcNair
a better job spreading i1 ~ and Lhc BraYcs 2 1- 17 at
tlle field, creating some
G reene Stad iu111.
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Lady Bison
Ready For
Va. Tech
Tournament
BY ANGELA HAILSTORKS
Contributing Writer

After a disappointing o3 start to their season, the
women's soccer team is looking to turn things around this
weekend when they travel
to Blacksburg, Va. for the
Virginia Tech Tournament.
"Our biggest problem
in the last lwo games has
been missed opportunities
to score,·· said senior captain Sakira Cook. ..\Ve have Junior Lindsey Walton has been a fixture in
to come into this tourna1nent goal for the Lady Bison.
"ith 1 mindset to score and
own hands "\Ve're looking really good,"
put the other team aw.1y "
The team's last loss came against Street said. ~If the girls pla:> like they
the University of Maryland at Baltimore did against UMBC, then we can possibly
County where both teams engaged in a bring home a trophy. It all depends on
defensive battle that saw Howard lose a what the girls bring to the table."
The Lady Bison will play two
nail biter. UMBC managed to score in
the last five minutes of the game as the games at the Virginia Tech Tournament
this weekend. The first game is this
Lady Bison were downed 1-0.
Despite the loss, Coach Michelle Friday against Liberty and on Sunday,
Street left the field with a positive out- the Lady Bison will face the College of
look "This was one of the best games Charleston.
According to Coach Street, man}
we 'vt played," Street said. "V\ e played
more of a complete game and hope- other players ha'l>e stepped up their
fully we will continue playing that same games in the teams' effort to win. "There
are a lot of players who had not been key
way."
According to Coach Street, the players in the past but have stepped it
team's future success lies entirely in its
See BISON, Sports 82

IT'S BIGGER THAN ...
BY BERNARD MURRAY

It doesn't matter if you lay the

smackdown, rock it or die trying, as
long as we as black folks get up, get
out and vote. Dang, I sound like a
politician. Am I telling you something
you don't already know? Thirty eight
million people between the ages of
18-36 not voting in 2000 is a direct
cause for the predicament the U.S.
is in. This isn't nuclear physics, well
with the ballot situation in Florida for
the past four years il might as well be.
They're lrying to make it harder than
it already is. The best way to counter
that is to show up to the polls and
make your vote count.

If you know n1e, you ·re probabl:>
wondering where this sudden change
of heart came from. I assure you, I am
fine. It's not like I've been forced to
say this to clear my militant history.
This is out of my own free 'viii.
I voted in 2000 and since then
I would have told you how pointless
my one vote was. Now multiply that
same apathy by a few million and you
can see the reason for concern. I bet
that's how most people felt after Bush
stole the election First, let's clarify.
With all the honest, trustworthy and
wholesome people running this country, it's impossible for one man to
See COLUMN, Sports 83
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Works Up a
Sweat for the Fitness Savvy
THE PULSE

BY COURTNEY MAYE
Contributing Writer

As 6 p.m. hits, it never fails - The Pulse

is beating. You will find a group of hotbodied males and females in a fresh-aired
environment, enthusiastically grunting and
sweating to the sounds of WPGC or whatever radio station is playing a good song
in Burr Gymnasiun1's newest addition, The
Pulse. So just how do the people who spend
a good hour or two in this new exercise
facility feel about the quality, atmosphere
and overall condition of the fully equipped
weight room? Survey says: two thumbs up.
Senior political science major JoVon
McCales.ter compares The Pulse to the
mainstream fitness clubs. "We're just now
getting up to the standards of other universities such as Georgetown," McCalester
says. She adds, "I would like to extend congratulations to the University for bringing
our workout facilities up to par so that our
students can live healthier lives."
Stevenson Noel, a sophomore who's
major is undecided, says that the equipment is hands down state of the art. The
state-of-the-art equipment is provided by
Nautilus brand fitness equipment. To be
more specific, The Pulse has taken advantage of Nautilus' product, NITRO which,
according to the company, offers your customers the same challenging workout and
superb fitness results as Nautilus 2ST, a
more advanced line of fitness equipment.
Nautilus says, "NITRO uses less of
your valuable floor space than much larger
equipment and compact units of explosive power pack a maximum punch in a
minimal package." Whether you want to
tighten your back, front, lower, or upper
body, Nautilus equipment has it. Leg Press,
Hip Abduction, Lateral Raise, Bicep Curls,
Freedom Trainer, Compound Row... you
name it; The Pulse probably has it, not to
mention a new set of free weights. As a
bonus, each piece of equipment comes with
directions so that even people who have
never set foot in a gym have a clear idea of
how the machine works and what part of
the body it will be working.

~·
;

www.ihrsa.com

New equipment like the Nautilus XP Load Line has now been made available to
students at The Pulse.

School of Business graduate student
Karlief Moye recalls the weight room from
his first year at Howard up until last year.
"The Pulse is 106 times better than the gym
they used to have."
"The weight room last year was unattractive because of all the sweaty athletes,"
said sophomore chemistry major Vonetta
Williams. The sweat and the athletes still
exist, however, The Pulse is well ventilated
so the air is not as stuffy and the smell
of someone else's perspiration doesn't get
stuck in your left nostril. To add to the
consensus that The Pulse has stepped up,
senior information systems major, Jimmy

Prude commented that even the lighting is
better.
Burr's new hotspot is officially The
Pulse. The equipment is new, shiny and
state-of-the-art; the floor is clean, the air is
fresh, the music is playing and don't forget
the plethora of guys and girls who motivate you to stay fit. "[The Pulse] definitely
encourages me to come back and stay fit,"
Williams said.
You know the famous slogan "Chuck
E. Cheese's, where a kid can be a kid?"
Consider this one? The Pulse: Where everyone who isn't an athlete can workout like
one.

\U Pro Phoco

Junior middle blocker Kollin Hoskins has been a solid starter
for the Lady Bison thus far.

'

Lady Bison Fall
To Loyola In NonConference Match
BY LINDSEY WALTON
Contributing Writer

''Yww.ruanutdwnt.C'Onl

American Tim Howard has struggled to fi!'ld his form this year
for Manchester United.

Basketball - In a sealed
document obtained by Sports
Illustrated Kobe Bryant evidently makes admissions
to sexual misconduct on the
night he was arrested for rape
in Colorado. The document is a
part of an arrest on all criminal
records that the Bryant legal
team has asked for. The document also claims that Bryant
told police on the night of his
arrest that he should have paid
his accuser to keep quiet.
llockey
Canada
won the 2004 World Cup of
Hockey beating Finland 3-2 in
the championship game. The
win brought the World Cup to
Canada for the first time in 13
years. However, the win was
tainted by news that the NFL is
due to announce a lockout that
could send next year's season
into a suspended state.
Cricket
Grenada's
National Cricket Stadium, a
world-class venue that w~s
due to host key matches during
the 2007 Cricket World Cup in
2007, has been devastated by
Hurricane Ivan. The stadium,
which was completed in 2000,
is located in the island state's

capital of St. George's. The
Barbados-based
Caribbean
Disaster Emergency Response
Agency (CDERA) deployed
teams to the ravaged nation
on Wednesday to outline a
detailed damage report.
NFL - The NFL all-time
leading scorer, Gary Anderson
has come out of retirement
for the second year in a row
to aid the Tennessee Titans.
Titan kicker Joe Nedney was
involved in a freak accident
last week in practice when his
ball blew off the tee and he
landed awkwardly.
Soccer
Manchester
United manager Sir Alex
Ferguson endorsed American
goalkeeper
Tim
Howard
ahead of this week's matchup against three-time French
champions Lyon. Howard has
admitted that his form has
not been of the caliber that he
displayed a year ago when he
made the transfer from Major
League Soccer to the English
Premiership. His lack of form
showed when Manchester
United escaped defeat when
they drew 2-2 Wednesday
night.

The Lady Bison Volleyball
team fell to local opponent Loyola
College 3-0 in a non-conference
match-up this past Tuesday
night at the Burr Gymnasium.
Despite a commendable effort
in the first two games, the Lady
Bison could not hold on for a
game win in the final challenge
of the night. Howard is now 1-4
on the season but still holds a
1-0 record in the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference.
Gan1e 1 of the match was
a nail-biter, but the Lady
Greyhounds
pulled
away
towards the end of the game to
win 30-22. Layola's junior outside hitter, Becky Corb had a
game high 13 kills. Corb was a
major contributor to the Lady
Greyhounds' win as she also had
four service aces.
In Game 2, the Lady Bison
took an early lead at 8-5, as the
game continued along the same
unsettled trend that was characteristic of the first. Loyola
came back to tie the match 8-8.
However, Howard pulled away
again 12-8 on a combined effort
from junior middle blocker
Kollin Hoskins and freshman
Kimberly Dexter. The effort
was not enough as the Lady
Greyhounds came back to tie the
game 16-all and finally solidified
the win with a 30-24 claim in
the second game.

The final game of the
match showcased the Lady
Greyhounds' offensive prowess.
After a tight start to the game,
the Lady Greyhounds managed
to put up five straight points
and force their way to a 15-10
lead. Despite Howard's 12 kills
to Loyola's 11, Loyola then shut
dovm the Howard offense and
took control of the game to end
tl1e match in a 30-19 win.
A bright spot for the Lady
Bison was their team effort on
defense. Senior outside hitter
Taylor Mason and senior setter
Brittany Williams had nine digs
each while Dexter added eight
digs of her own. Hoskins led the
Lady Bison with 11 kills.
The next match for Howard
will be a road trip to MEAC
Conference opponent University
of Maryland Eastern Shore on
September 21. The Lady Bison
are 1-0 in the MEAC and look
to improve their conference
standings. Currently, Howard
is second in the MEAC in blocks,
kills,(13.33), assists (1i.67), digs
(14.33) and hitting percentage
(.215).

GAME SCORES 1 2 3
TEAM RECORDS
Loyola....... 30 30 30
2-6
Howard ....... 23 24 19
2-7

Bison Women's Soccer Team Looking for Their First Win
BISON, from Sports 81

ment. "Lindsey does a great job of keep- also be important in order for the team ing in the last few minutes," Cook said. to the end.
ing," remarked team captain Kamilah to start winning. "If we keep our atti- "We have made a lot of changes."
The Lady Bison anticipate stiff
up and made some big surprises in the Bywaters. "She keeps the team moti- tudes positive then we'll have all Ws
Coach Street says the strategy of competition at the tournament but are
past couple of games," Street said. "Our vated."
for the rest of the season and that is the the team going into the tournament is prepared to take on all opponents and
freshman Alyssa Fortune is getting her
In their efforts to turn the season goal right now," she commented.
to have better coverage of the field and improve their record.
rhythm and has been a good addition around, both captains, Sakira Cook and
Generally, the team has played well to play hard the entire length of the
Bywaters feels that this tournament
to the team."
Kamilah Bywaters believe that team but has struggled to finish. Despite con- game. In past games, fatigue, as well will be a turning point for the team.
Goalkeeper Lindsey Walton has unity is key. "I think this year there taining opposing teams offenses, the as injury, were factors in the team's "If we continue playing with the same
been known for her high-energy antics is more team comradery. We're more Lady Bison have allowed goals within losses. Street said the loss to UMBC has intensity, drive and heart, we'll do well
and her staunch playmaking ability. united and that will allow us to perform the closing minutes. "It is in1portant to the team inspired and confident that and turn our season around."
'
She is a key player and should play better on the field," Bywaters said.
put the other team away early, instead they can win, but they have to make
According to Cook, attitudes will of playing hard the whole game and los- sure they hold opposing teams off up
a larg~ role at this weekend's tourna-
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Hip Hop: Don't Believe the Hype
COLUMN, from Sports 81

THIS WEEKEND
BARRY BONDS CONTINUES HIS QUEST

steal the election from 1nillions
of unsuspecting citizens. It's a
lot siinpler if you just steal a
single state. I 1nean, come on.
there's 50 of them, who's going
to co1nplain about one being
manipulated. Especiall) since
it was only by a few hundred
(930) votes. That's slightly less
that Howard's 2008 freshman
class. Better yet, it's less than
the students who attended the
First Annual Hip Hop Caucus
in Cramton Auditorium last
Saturday. Nothing major you say;
did I mention that last Saturday
also marked the Annual Battle
of the Real HU in Hampton, \'a.
Exactly.
See, since I've been here, we
ha.en't won against Hampton
yet. Even after 2002's thriller
that left me with a bitter-beerface for a year, I still supported the Bison last year. But that
game left fans' with that san1e
feeling when the Cosbv Show
aired it's last episode, it's over...
NOOO!!!
Naturally, nothing would
stop me from going back to
Hampton, not even Homeland
Security playing Red Light,
Green Light with the terror-alert
level.
The Hip Hop Caucus, however, wasn't in the plans. Like
the President did three years ago
in Florida, I didn't know what to
do on Sept. 11, 2004; Howard vs.
Hampton or Hip-Hop, Politics
and the Vote. Hmmm ... (a seven
minute pause)

The latter seemed more
appropriate seeing as how we
need everybody attacking the
polls on November 2 so we aren't
denied our V.0.T.E - Victory
Over The Enemy.
When I speak of enemy, I am
not talking Republicans. History
tells us that in the i79os, Thomas
Jefferson opposed another
famous G.W. and formed the
Democratic Party. Back then
they were called the Republican
Party, 30 years later it was the
Democratic-Republican Party
and in 1834 they were spilt; one
controlled by the \.Yhig Partv and
the other was the Democrats
It's funny (chuckling), you're
going to laugh too, back then
the De1nocrats were supported
by plantation owners and the
Whigs were about getting power
to promote, correct and reform
the system.
So I ask this: is the enemy
of our enemy, our friend or our
enemy?
Since it's a perplexing question, let's deal with the enemies
we can confront.
Ignorance. I am voting for
a Democrat, but don't get it
twisted, it doesn't mean I am
a jackass. You can say I am a
Republican because I won't ever
forget those who were unselfish with their wealth of blood,
sweat, tears and hard work, paid
the price and made me who and
whose I am today.
There's this group on campus, revolt or rebel against the
vote, who are asking students
"why vote? After what happened

in 2000, isn'l it meaningless?"
I heard my mom tell her second graders that there's no such
thing as a stupid question. Point
taken, but I say there are stupid people who ask questions.
I walked b) and couldn't bring
myself to debating with them
because talking to them would
be like Lalking to a bush (pun
intended); it's not mentally
stimulating.
Genocide. With the recent
events in Sudan, iL seems as
though genocide is making
a comeback. My question is:
Where did it go? You don't have
to look overseas to find it hap
pcning in the world. Just listen
to any rap song on the radio or
television and you'll hear and
see the worst form of genocidesuicide.
I don't have to go into detail
because everyone knows rap is
a genre of hip-hop and as the
leading genre, it's devaluing the
quality of hip-hop.
I'll admit, though it's not a
drastic restructuring, it is get-'
ting better. The Commons and
Talibs and Mos Defs are few and
far between, but they're opening the eyes, ears and minds of
other artist in the industry. On
top of that, we have an election
year and Hip-Hop is the main
voice trying to get young cats to
vote. Now I can see why Chuck
D and Russell Simmons would
be out there firing up the masses. In 2001, Simmons launched
the Hip Hop Summit Action
Network and everybody remembers Fear of a Black Planet's

Fight The Power; Public Enemy
was Hip Hop's Black Panther
Pa1ty. What about Flava Flav
and his clock? Jle had no excuse
for being on CP-Time. But, is it
me or couldn·t he be Lil' Jon's
father? huh ...WIIAT?!?
Why does it take a major
event for rappers to take action?
Everybody's getting crunk about
voting because in this year's
election, it's the fad. And like
throwbacks, spinners and pink
shirts, it'll pass. After November
3, Hip-Hop will return better
than ever. We don't have to wait
55 days to set: the voter-turnout
results; it's Hip-Hop and if the
voting age was lower to 12 or 10,
the Republicans would demand
a post-election recount.
If in four month, these rappers can· get 18-year-olds to put
down the guns and pick up a ballot, why not get them to pick up
a book and not drugs; watch the
news and not women's behinds
or locate Sudan on the map,
instead of searching for the next
quick satisfaction.
That would defeat the whole
purpose of the rap game; it's
about promoting sex, violence
and materialism, not revolution
and social and ethical responsibility. My bad, I forgot. You'd
rather have a Lexus or justice,
a dream or some substance,
a Beemer, a necklace or freedom ...you choose because in the
end candidates are running to
be future Dead Presidentz.
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The Portrait of a Musical Revolutionary
BY MICHAEL IVEY
Contributing Writer

Empire Movies, in association with
Universal Pictures, offers viewers a
look into the life and ti1nes of a true
American legend, Ray Charles. Set to be
released nationally on October 29, Ray
is an amazingly authentic biographic
film, which recounts the story of the
boy from Georgia who went blind after
watching his brother drown to death at
the age of five. Though severely traumatized by this event, Ray Robinson
Charles used his veracious love of music
and his mother's constant warning not
to let anyone make him a cripple, to
revolutionize music and popular culture.
Charles's life includes many triumphs and failures, therefore much
time and money was needed to create
the film. According to Taylor Hackford,
director of "La Bamba: The Richie
Valens Story," "Ray" was 15 years in the
making.
"Ray Charles's life is epic, it's hugeyou 've got a guy who didn't wear shoes
until he was seven years old; [at] the
end of his life he owned jets, had a
multi-million dollar business and was
invited to the White House by seven
Presidents. That's a gigantic journey.
Hollywood's not anxious to tell bio
pies and is even less interested in black
bio pies. Ultimately I couldn't find
the money and it took a long time,"
Hackford said.
The appeal of "Ray" lies in its multifaceted depiction of the man. Not only
are Charles's ground-breaking musical
and business accomplishments chronicled, but also his heroine addiction
and extra marital affairs as well. The
person largely responsible for linking
audiences with such a monumental
yet human figure is star Jamie Foxx.
Comedian turned respectable dramatic
actor, Foxx has a special connection
with his character that makes Hackford
feel that the long production delay was
serendipitous.
"Had I made it fifteen years ago
I wouldn't have had Jamie Foxx, so
maybe things happen for a reason."
Foxx himself used his musical background as well as a remarkably accurate
Ray Charles impersonation, to get into
the role.
"For a cat like me, 36, Ray was one

ww\t.lrnt96..slon.ntl

Legendary musician Ray Charles unexpectedly passed on June 10.

of our icons, as far as: these are the people you had to have in your vocabulary
if you was doing music. I went to college on a classical piano scholarship, so
we had to know everything. You had to
have your young Ray songs- songs that
changed a whole lot. Ray and Quincy
[Larenz Tate] was the young hip-hop
cats; they were the cats that changed
everything."
Obviously, Foxx didn't have to go
far for inspiration and it comes glarinf
through in his performance. He's able to
portray Charles so well, in part because
Foxx is aware of the magnitude of his
impact on both music and culture.
"I'll never forget in the seventh
grade [when] I got caught dancing [in
school]. I got in trouble for that - that
was in like '80 or '81. Now go all the
way back to the '40s and 'sos; here's
Ray Charles taking songs that he played
in church and playing them in the club.
There was no DJ, it was real bands.

This guy was at the top of his game.
That's who taught Quincy Jones everything he knows."
"Ray" is not only a look at the man's
life but the story of a character that
overcame great trials to engrave his
name in America's historical memory.
It is told in a way that makes the film
not only accessible to older people who
actually lived through Charles' prime,
but young folks as well, something
that's more important to Foxx than the
critical accolades the film ·will surely
garner.
"When we were doing 'Ray' I'm
thinking about the cat that's in the
middle of the ... you guys call it hood or
ghetto, we just called it the neighborhood, who's just going t o work nine to
five, who wants to entertain his family,
maybe go out on the weekend and see
the Ray Charles movie. You have to
really make it for them because they're
gonna be the ones that really give you
the nod."

"""·unl,tn..'lll.rcun

Actor and Comedian, Jamie Fox plays legendary musician Ray Charles In
t he new movie, Ray.

Blacks Become Cosmetically Beautiful
BY CIARA FAMBLE
Cont. buting Writer

•

Until as recently as ~ few
years ago, cosmetic surgery was
generally thought of in the black
community as an indulgence for
rich white women with money
and time to waste. However,
this assumption seems to be
changing. A growing number
of young, middle class AfricanAmericans are succumbing to
the ever-present pressure to
look younger and better.
According to www.wmtw.
com, the percentage of procedures performed on racial
minorities increased to over five
percent in 2002, and keeps rising. A larger number of young
adults are more accepting of
purely cosmetic procedures than
ever before. Freshman journalism major LeBrandi Gardner
credits her open-minded attitude
towards plastic surgery to television. " At first I had n1Lxcd feelings about it, but then I watched
Nip/Tuck [the television show],
and now I feel more positively
about it because I see how it can
help someone. To me it isn't any
1nore of an attempt to improve
your looks than makeup or getting a perm, because it's still
son1ething cosn1etic. However,
I wouldn't get plastic surgery,
because I ilm a 'bt who you are'
kind of person. If you arc about
being natural, you should be all
natural."
However, some students
are open to the idea of getting
plastic surgery to improve their
looks or their health. Freshman
physical therapy major Byron
Br:tnch says, " Cosmetic surgery
is positive if vou do it the right
way. If it helps a pc•. on with low
self-confidence attain that confidence, then it's good. If a person
wants to feel sexy by getting calf

implants, then they should do it.
I would get plastic surgery if I
was really overweight and I was
unhealthy, or if I was getting
older and was less active and my
body was changing."
Josh Thomas, a freshman
print journalism major, agrees.
" I have no problem with it if it
isn't excessive. But mostly people get it because of the inedia.
But they don't even look like
that. No one goes without being
airbrushed."
Although Jninorities are
more accepting of cosmetic
surgery, some members of the
black community still think that
cosmetic procedures are not
for us and that they should be
reserved for other racial or ethnic groups.
Latisha \Vright, a sophomore
biology major, thinks surgery is
a waste of time and money. "It's
unnecessary to send so much
money to look like someone else.
I would never get
surgery because it's like
we're feeding into society's stereotypical view of us as ugly.
It doesn't matter what procedure you get. You'll still be just a
black person ·with a nose job."
Sylvia Guice, a sophomore psychology major, agrees.
'"Plastic surgery is just a coverup for how people really feel.
They feel like maybe they will
have a better relationship or life,
but they won't . They see the
Beyonces and the Alicia Keys of
the world and
they lose the view of true
beauty."
Though some responses may
be negative, the overall conception of cosmetic surgery in the
African-American community is
definitely changing to become
more accepting.

Top Cosmetic
Surgery Procedures
For African Americans
Abdomlnoplasty (Tummy Tuck): In this proccdur
which usually takes about two hours and is done
under general anesthesia, an incision is made from
hip ·to hip, the excess fat is sucked out. and extra "k111
is removed. It is ideal for those who have had child en
or lost a huge amount of weight and were unilb to
get rid of extra skin.
Price: About $4,450
Mammoplasty (Breast Reduction): This proce lur
usually ·akes three to four hours, al'd can be> cover I
by health insurance if it can be proven shown th..1t 1•
affecting the health of the patient An incision is m
in the breast and extra skin and tissue are remov ·d
In addition to uaditional mammoplasty, there Is vert1
cal reduction, in which the incision is made around
the areola and under the breast, which produces I ~~
scarring.
Prlco!: About $5,000
Liposuction: In this r, .-o •o five hour treatment,
instrument that is like a vacuum •s used to suck
i>XCt.ss fat in certain areas of the body.
Price: About $2,400.

It

Rhlnoplasty (Nose Job): In this two to three hour
procedure, cartilage an fat are removed or added and
the nostrils are repositioned. Most of it 1s done lnt(r
nally through the nostrils to minimize scarring.
Price: About $3,700
Buttock Augmentation: A silicone implant •s pt1
into thl buttock or fat is taken from the hip and p1 ii
are) and re-injected into an area in the butcocks
Price: About $9,000 to $13,000
Mastoplexy (Breast lift): Usually done with a bred t
reduction or augmentation. Breast tissue is removed o·
molded to create a new shape.
Price: About $3, 148 to $6,000

"'"w.bl"nd~rmll".IN"1n

Celebrities, like Janet Jackson have no problem admitting to
having cosmetic surgery.

Blepharoplasty (Eye Lift): This procedure creates a
younger, fresher eye by removing excess skin and fat
from the lower eyelid by making a similar incision
the lower eyelash to remove bags.
Price: About $2.500
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Can Long Distance Relationships Really Work?
BY TRACEY JORDAN
Contributing Writer

Leaving home, 1uany college students
are often faced with the issue of dealing
with long distance relationships. Most
people who go away to school while still
in a relationship, often leave home with
the belief that no matter what college
has in store for them, they are going to
stay faithful and true to their 1nate. As
good as it may sound, is it possible for a
long distance relationship to withstand
the far from freque11t visits? And if so,
can it, in fact prove to be a healthy relationship?
"Comn1unication, love and trust is
the key to an honest relationship no
matter where you are/ says junior film
major Aminah Salaam. But is this the
case for everyone?
Nicole Goodman, freshman double
major in chemistry and Spanish, says
that she thinks it can become difficult
to maintain a healthy relationship while
being away at school and trying to stay
academically focused.
"My boyfriend and I agreed to sepaJ ortlJln Colbtrl A'-U. Photo f d ll()r
rate in order for both of us to focus more Many students maintain long-distance relationships by handwrittlng letters
on our academic goals, but we do plan to retain the sentiment between each other.
on getting back_ together if we remain
close friends during our separation,~ "It's all worth it if you make sure that hour studious environment for better
Goodman said.
you're planning your future with that concentration and academic focus.
Sometimes, the long distance calls, person and having frequent future disAs a result, this could improve the
AOL instant messenger or the short vis- cussions with them. If not it's just a time spent together in a long distance
its can eventually become a difficult task waste of time.~
relationship says Abena Brown, a fourthrather than something that' is anticipatLiving on ca1npus could put more year graduate student in clinical psyed.
pressure on the college student to stay chology. "Ultimately, when you're in a
Fourth-year, clinical psychology focused and manage their time wisely, mature relationship, you can go away to
graduate student Rebecca J ohnson says, but it could also help by providing a 24- school and put all of your focus on your
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s tudies. This will make the time that
you do spend with your significant other ,
special because you'll be able to focus all
of your attention on being with them at
that moment," Brown said.
There are some busy college students out there who are still managing to
hold on to that distant lover while others
make the decision of a new beginning
here on campus.
Sophomore English major Tianna
Kilgore said that she was in a relationship
for one year before coming to Howard,
with someone whom she thought she
loved. Kilgore said, "My relationship
lasted for about a month after I came
here. He tried to give me a curfew and
stop me from going out. He also ran up
my phone bill." Now Kilgore says.she is a
lot happier with her boyfriend right here
on campus. She said, "My relationship
here is easier to manage. It's convenient
and it's working out much better than
my long distance relationship did."
Although long distance relationships are not impossible, many would
agree that going away to school can
eventually affect a person's personality
as well as their feelings towards certain
things, including relationships. People
are bound to grow and change through
their experiences. Neural Psychology
professor Alfonso Campbell Jr. says that
a part of the college experience is datjng different people. "College students
are still growing emotionally, spiritually,
and psychologically, and dating can contribute to a successful growth in those

.
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Usher Raymond

Dream Again
Deep within my
heart I strive to
achieve
The greatest gift
imaginable
My ability to dream
For Jam a sum
total of all of my
expenences
Therefore, I do not
take them lightly

Considered
the
modern-day
Michael .Jackson, Usher Raymond is
more than just a talented singer and
performer. Wearing a wide range of
styles from jeans and white tees to
Armani suits and shoes, Usher has
made the button-ups, blazers, fitted
caps, and sneakers a fashion m uslhave for many men across the country.
Not only is he noted for his remarkable talent, Usher's boyish good looks
and well-sounded sense of style, definitely make him a Fashion Idol for
many young men (and women) across
the globe.
•

..
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rough
But I will not detour
even when the going
gets tough

Instead, I will meet
the day with a smile
and a grin
And I will tell
myself, "Kristi Luu,"
you can win
For you were
Rather, I embrace
destined to be all
the very core
that you wish to
Of that which makes achieve
m e whole
All you have to do is
For I know if I work continue to believe
hard
I can someday
So don't stop
achieve my goal
dreaming or
For life is everything climbing the
beautiful
mountains of life
And has endless
For it is when you
circuits of meaning
feel like giving up
But it is only when I that things will start
am willing
to seem right
That I can keep on
This is when you
dreaming
will know that your
climbing isn't in vain
The dream is bigger So renew your hope
than any nail in my and see the beauty
hand
in the plan
And for that reason
Simply put, my
alone I must follow
friends, we can all
the plan
dream again!
The blueprint is
simple but staying
-Kristi Luv Wilson
the course gets

Broadway
Fever
The Arena Stage
1101 Sixth Street SW,
Washington, DC
Feature Play: M. Butterfly
Inspired by a true story of
espionage, M. Butterfly finds
Gallimard, a French diplomat,
in love with Song, his Chinese
mistress and opera singer. Tony
Award-winning
playwright
David Henry Hwang weaves
a tale of conflicts: man versus
woman; East versus West, love
versus lust; perception versus
truth.
In a journey of flashbacks,
the audience will watch as
Gallimard falls deeper and deeper under Song's spell, and he
begins to confide in her more
and more. As the play moves forward, stereotypes, myth, gender
and ethnicity are questioned and
inverted, making M. Butterfly a
complex tale of humanity(www.
arenastage.org).
• The play opened on Sept.
3, but it will be running until
Oct. 17.
Ticket Prices: $45-$59, with
discounts available for students,
groups, disabled persons and
senior citizens. Contact Info:
202.488.3300
The Shakespeare Theater
450 Seventh Street NW,
Washington, DC
Feature Play: MacBeth
One of Shakespeare's most
compelling works, Macbeth is
the tale of greed, lust and insecurity in the medieval setting.
Ticket Prices: $12.75-$68,
discounts available for students,
senior citizens, and groups.
Contact Info: 202.547.1122
The Kennedy Center
2700 F Street NW
Washington, D.C.
Feature Play: Golden Pond
Kennedy Center Honoree
and Tony Award@ winner
James Earl Jones (Fences, Field
of Dreams) and Tony Award®
winner Diahann Carroll (No
Strings, T.V.'s Dynasty) star in
a brand-new production of this
intimate family drama laced
with humor and heart. As the
loons return t o Golden Pond,
retired New England professor
Norman Thayer and his spirited
wife Ethel decide to spend one
final summer at their fan1ily's
lakeside cottage. En route to
a European honeymoon, the
couple's estranged daughter
Chelsea arrives to leave behind
her fiance's troubled teenage son. Colliding generations
soon forge common iround;
but when Chelsea returns to
discover Norman playing the
father she never had, years of
bitter memories and resentment
rise to the surface. Written by
Ernest Thompson, whose i981
film adaptation won him an
Academy Award® , On Golden
Pond explores facets of the
human experience that speak t o
us all- of growing up, growing
old, and growing closer (www.
kennedy-center.org).
Ticket Prices: N .A., discounts
are available for students, senior
citizens, and disabled persons.
Contact Info: 202-416.8400 or
800.444.1324
The Lincoln Theatre
1215 U Street NW
Washington, D.C.
Feature Play: Tambourines
to Glory
Fresh from his Broadway
directorial debut of the Tony
Award winning A Raisin in
the Sun, Kenny Leon re\.ives
the Langston Hughes classic
Tambourines to Glory. This rousing gospel-inspired musical play
' examines the power of redemption and the glory of triumph.
It's the classic tale of good and
evilwww.thelincolntheatre.org).
Ticket Prices: $25-$50, discounts available for students,
senior citizens, disabled persons, and groups. Contact Info:
202.328.6000
Compiled by Nailah BynoeSeabron
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Bush Campaign Focuses on
Terrorism and Swing States
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Bill Clinton's Absence Will
Be Missed on, Campaign Trail

BY CATHERINE THORNTON
BY EBONY MEEKS

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

The Bush-Cheney Campaign believes that the
strategies they will use in the next seven weeks will
win them the election. Danny Diaz, a representative from the Bush campaign, says they will focus
on battleground states such as West Virginia,
Ohio, Florida, Minnesota and Pennsylvania, as
well as issues important to all Americans.
"This is the most important election of our
lifetime," said Diaz. "It is a very serious decision
for voters because the candidates could not be
more different."
. Adam Hunter, a political science major at
Howard University, agrees with Diaz's assessment.
"The election is a defining moment for our
generation,'' he said. Hunter believes the Bush
campaign will have to focus on the swing states
and the issues most important to them. For
example, in Minnesota, he believes the campaign
should focus on the issue of the right to bear
arms. President Bush recently allowed an extension on the assault weapons ban to expire. This
may"help him to gain points over his opponent
in Minnesota by attracting swing voters who are
also gun owners. The campaign recently spent a
large amount of money to release television ads
in battleground states. A book was also released
entitled "Agenda for America; A Plan for a Safer
World and More Hopeful America," that highlights President Bush's accomplishments during
his first term in office. Campaign officials has also
asked prominent republicans like Arizona Senator
John McCain and former New York Mayor Rudy
Giuliani to speak with the media on Bush's behalf
because of their popularity with swing voters living in swing states.
Hunter believes another determining issue for
the 2004 election is the War on Terrorism. Polls
show Bush ahead of Sen. John Kerry by double
digits over who would handle terrorism oetter.
Bush also leads Kerry heavily on the issue of who
would handle Iraq better. Hunter believes an end
to the war on terrorism cannot be negotiated and
that America cannot back down from the war.
"How are the ~andidates going to approach this
war on terrorism," asks Hunter. "It is important
to ask ourselves what country do we want post
September 11th, Bush's way or Kerry's way."
In an effort to appeal to African American

""w.cnn.((ll'la

The Bush Campaign will focus on Terrorism
in the run-up to the e lection.
voters, a hloc of voters becoming increasingly
important this year, Bush can1paign strategists
have posted on their website what Bush has done
for African Americans in the past four years.
According to the website, 68 percent of African
Americans are investing in the stock market, which
is up by more than 15 percent from four years
ago. They also state that in the past four years,
the Small Business Administration has increasecl
funding to African American small businesses by
over 75 percent. Despite President Bush's many
appearances in battleground states and a post
convention bounce, he is still in a dead heat race
with Kerry. The competitiveness of the race during the final weeks of the campaign has put the
issue of money available at the forefront.
Diaz states the Bush campaign is still on budget and extremely efficient despite the fact it has
spent millions of dollars on employee benefits,
operational costs, equipment, travel, advertising,
mail and phone calls. The campaign has also
received a large amount of funds from contributors. Strategists for the campaign believe it is
really important to recognize contributors, therefore, they make sure that every contributor and
contribution amount is listed on their campaign
website. Diaz believes every dollar counts and
these contributions have helped the campaign to
stay on budget.

Despite Privileged Backgrounds, Bush and
Kerry Say They Understand Poor People
BY EBONY MEEKS

Both are members
of Yale University's
Skull
and
Bones
With theNovemberelections Society, which is conc10se at hand and Campaign sidered to be one of the
fever running high, incum- most elite and secretive
bent George W. Bush and presi- society groups on Yale
dential hopeful John Kerry are University's
campus.
seeking to reach voters by mini- With these backgrounds
mizing their wealth, in hopes of of privilege, both candialigning themselves with aver- dates have made great
age Americans. However, both strides to show the commen come from extremely, if mon touch with voters
not fabulously, wealthy back- struggling to pay their
grounds.
bills.
George W. Bush was born
According to Scott
"'~ " ·•nsnbc.con1
into a family of great wealth Pullins at Penczner Bush says Kerry will raise taxes
on
and privileges. He grew up Media, the attempt to middle class if elected.
the son of a Texas congress- downplay wealth in this
a freshman finance major, said
man, former president George particular campaign is
Bush. His grandfather was also mostly about making the can- even tllough both candidates are
a congressman. Bush pursued didates seem more accessible to very wealthy, that does not nechis undergraduate degree at the general public. "This is ulti- essarily keep them from underYale University and attained mately about votes. Kerry has standing some kind of strugan M.B.A from the Harvard lived a privileged life and Bush gle. "I don't think Bush knows
Business School.
is about the luckiest bad busi- what it is to struggle because
John Kerry, who also stud- nessman in the world, having he just rides the coattails of his
ied at Yale, additionally comes a string of failed businesses but father," Bradley said. "He may
from a privileged backgrou~d. still coming out rich," Pullins have served in the military, but
He spent many summers of his said. "Most Americans that are it was office work." Bradley
youth in France. He also studied voting come from average to said of Kerry, "I don't know
at expensive boarding schools in slightly above average income much about John Kerry's perSwitzerland and Massachusetts. levels...
This
[minimizing sonal life, but I know he actuKerry is now married to wealth] is mostly a way of taking ally served in combat and that's
Heinz Foods heiress, Teresa the rough edges off and mak- definitely more of a struggle."
Heinz Kerry, whose net worth ing both candidates more easily Many believe, even though both
is valued at over two billion identifiable with the public."
men may understand the strugdollars. In fact, according to
Howard Students seem gle of many Americans, they
an article on Forbes' magazine unfazed by the candidate's cannot possibly relate because
website, if Kerry is elected, he attempts to reach them by down- they have never endured the
will be the third richest presi- playing their wealthy histories.
same kind of struggle. Lorenzo
dent in the country's history.
Although some are swayed Morris of the Political Science
by the appearance of Department agrees. "Both Bush
normalcy, most view and Kerry are attempting to be
it as a ploy to attain sympathetic to the average pervotes. "I don't believe son, but sympathy is not empathey know what it thy," Morris said. "You have to
is to struggle finan- Jive through something to be
cially because presi- sympathetic to it, and neither
dential
candidates one of them really has."
Bryant Jacobs, a freshman
are always well-bred
and well-off," said management major, summed
Ashley Johnson, an up the feelings of many. "I can't
Afro-American stud- tell what either candidate will do
ies major. "They act because it's all campaign promlike that to get votes ises right now," Jacobs said.
because most of "We just have to have faith that
wwwJohnkerry.com
America is middle whoever is chosen will improve
Kerry says Bush has squeezed the
the economic situation we're in
class."
middle class.
Parish Bradley, now."
Contributing Writer

Since his fiery speech on the opening night
of tile Democratic National Convention earlier
tllis year, it was clear that forn1er President
Bill Clinton would be a passionate foot soldier in the Kerry-Edwards campaign. But due
to an unexpected heart complication and an
emergency quadruple heart bypass surgery,
his time on the battlefield may be over. The
approximate recovery time after a bypass surgery is six to 12 weeks, which means Clinton
www.cnn.<.'Om
may not fully recover until after the November Clinton is said to be disappointed he can't
elections.
campaign for John Kerry.
Kerry campaign officials were hoping
Clinton's charisma and ability to connect to to the Kerry-Edwards campaign and has influaverage Americans would draw voters into enced the decision he will make in November.
their camp and energize the democratic base. "He [Clinton] has the mojo that Kerry doesn't
This was especially important because Kerry have," Flanagan said. "He's attracting voters
has, at times, struggled to connect with this who normally wouldn't vote for Kerry because
crucial voting block and sometime!. appears Kerry doesn't have that charisma."
Rick Seltzer, professor of Intro to Research
aloof on the campaign trail.
"Observers say Clinton's flair would boost and Research Methods in Howard's politiKerry's campaign, who [Kerry] is regarded as cal science department, believes that Clinton
somewhat of aloof," a BBC report said. Political campaigning for Kerry is a great decision and
strategists for tile news network CNN regard considers this was partly where the Gore camClinton as a double edge sword for the Kerry- paign went wi;ong four years ago. They asked
Edwards campaign. Senior political analyst Bill Clinton not to campaign in some states where
many believe Clinton could have been
helpful. "Clinton is probably the best
campaigner the democrats have had in
20 or 30 years, so campaigning for Kerry
is essential," Professor Seltzer conveyed.
Congressman Gregory Meeks (D-NY),
who served Ki congress during most of
Clinton's two terms in office, was one
of the first Kerry supporters. He also
believes Clinton will help to bring out the
democratic base.
The congressman also suggested
that the former president would be well
enough to make appearances in the days
right before the election.
"Bill Clinton can help rally the peo\\''\\'.con.com
The Kerry Campaign was hoping Clinton's pop- ple," Meeks said. "That's what he does
and that is one way he will be very benularity would rally the democratic base.
eficial." Everyone knows the situation,
asserts congressman Meeks, and simply
Schneider explained.
"Clinton brings out the democratic base," his endorsement and support of Kerry is a huge
he said. "But he also brings out anti-Clinton step that brings Kerry that much closer to the
voters." There are mixed feelings, not only in presidency. Clinton has continued to keep in
the political realm but also here on Howard's touch and has offered advice to the Kerry campaign through telephone calls.
campus.
Before Clinton's surgery, it was reported
When students on campus were asked if
Clinton's endorsement affected who they will he had a 90-minute phone conversation with
vote for in the up coming election, respons- Kerry and urged him to do more to distines illustrated the double edged sword affect guish himself from President Bush. He also
Clinton may have. Junior communications urged the campaign to fight back more aggresand culture major, Sean Ward plans to vote sively against attacks on his military service in
for Kerry but made it very clear that former Vietnam. In an article in the Washington Post,
President Clinton had no influence on which Clinton was said to believe when voters are
presented with an effective choice, the voters
candidate he will vote for.
'TU vote for Kerry based on his own per- would figure out what is best.
Whether Clinton is out on the battlefield or
sonal merit," Ward said. " Not on the basis of
an endorsement from a questionable former sitting on the sidelines of the Kerry-Edwards
president."
campaign, his iQfluences are still present in the
L. Michael Flanagan, a senior print jour- campaign. Several of Clinton's campaign advinalism major, who has interned with a political sors have joined the Keny-Edwards team in
action organization, has a different opinion. He hopes that the democratic candidate will soon
feels Clinton's endorsement is very beneficial wield the title Mr. President.

Elderly Poll Workers May Cause Problems
BY NORIAL BAIN
Contributing Writer

The biggest threat to the upcoming presidential election may not be malfunctioning voting
machines or a terrorist attack, but the potential
for confusion and mistakes by the nation's aging
corps of precinct poll workers. The average age of
poll workers in America is 72-years-old. Election
officials fear that older poll workers not familiar
with this era of computers and touch screens may
deny many citizens their right to vote.
"If they don't get it right, someone could
be denied their opportunity to vote," said Paul
DeGregorio, one of four members of the U. S.
Election Assistance Commission that was created
by Congress in 2002.
Officials hope that recruiting younger volunteers before election- day will help to remedy the
problem. However, with less than two months
remaining until voters cast their ballots, many
youth still have not answered the volunteer beckon. The low stipend awarded (between $95 and
$125) and the long tedious hours required to work
(an average day of 6 a.m. to ?:30 p.m.) may be a
repellent to young persons.
Some counties, such as Johnson and Marion
in the state of Indiana, have proceeded with
reducing the required volunteer age of 18 to 16 in
hopes of attracting more youths. But some favor
more aggressive tactics.
"Stipend increases could be considered, but
more so, educating our young people in their language about polling divisions, their significance,
and how they operate could also prove an alluring
alternative,'' said John Patrick Iffdi, a political
science lecturer at Howard University. " Perhaps
it can even be considered to give college students
registered for a political course some academic
credit for serving at, or visiting a polling station."

In Marion County, despite the lowering of tile
age allowing more teens to become pol! workers,
some officials are still rooting for seniors.
"Some of our best workers are retired," said
Marion County republican chairman Michael
Murphy. "They show up and stick with it." Many
say teenagers are not nearly as enthused about
working polling stations as senior citizens.
''Young people tend to feel political impacts
)<>ast," said Iffdi. "Therefore they are more stagnant in becoming politically involved." He adds,
"Retired people are more politically conscientious
because they feel political decisions the most,
being more involved in paying taxes and the like,
and they are more informed about politics as
a whole."
Officials are also concerned that an inadequate workforce for Election Day may also cause
problems at the ballot box. Reports show that
polling officials are about 500,000 short of the
two million workers needed to sufficiently staff a
national election, according to the U. S. Election
Assistance Commission. Horror tales about the
possible mistakes that could be made in this year's
election have made many in the public contemplate the possibility ef chaos occurring similar
to the debacle of 2000. Florida, the scene of the
last elections confusion, has enacted voting legislation that will allow as many jurisdictions as
possible to use computerized voting equipment
that posses touch screens. Florida officials say
such machines should be capable of enduring
tltis task since they are used in performing financial transactions, such as ABM's or Automated
Banking Machines. Additionally, the U. S. Election
Assistance Commission has issued an online 'tool
kit' for America's 193,000 polling outlets that
convey advice on the recruitment and training
of volunteers, designing ballots, maintaining voting equipment 'and conducting ballot recounts.
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Rebels Kill Burundi Citizens Sudan Conflict Draws
With Guns and Machetes
Colin Powell's Attention
Nations High Commission of Refugees (UNHCR)
Contributing Writer
moved surviving refugees to safety and established an investigative group to further probe into
Rebel elements massacred 160 Banyamulenge the Burundi Massacre.
(Congolese Tutsis) and wounded 100 women and
While Dr. Fred ·Mensah commends these
children situated in a refugee camp in Gatumba, steps, he believes more aggressive action is needed.
Burundi. Attackers torched the camp and used ''They need to get the country where it occurred,
involved.... Africa
machetes, automay be poor, but
matic weapons,
it has a responand grenades to
sibility to its
kill their victims.
people," he said.
The perpetrators,
"Lack of resourca compilation of
es should not be a
Burundian Hutus,
reason for inactivCongolese Mayiity." In contrast,
Mayi tribal fightDavis is satisfied
ers, and Rwandan
with the steps
lnterahamwe
taken on behalf of
forces,
decapithe international
tated,
severed,
community.
and charred the
"I am happy
remains of the
to see the African
refugees.
Union step in and
S o m e
Banyamulenge
prevent what happened in Rwanda,
fled south to
he said. "The UN
Kivu, a Congolese
border city, in
has also learned
from Rwanda as
fear that a Hutl.1backed riot would
they were quick to
distribute humanoccur once a
Rwandan Tutsi
itarian assistance
and not let the
leader arrived in
the country. The
situation fester."
Banyamulenge
In
recent
weeks,
the
settled in nearby
Burundi. Before
United Nations
Security Council
the massacre, some
Tutsis reported
issued a state" '""1ISUdan .n1pt.MX
ment expressng
that Burundian, General Omar al-Bashir's government has been blamed
Rwandan,
and for the Genocide and other acts of vlolence.
discontent with
the events in
Congolese rebel
groups
handed
Burundi.
out leaflets threat
"The Security Council condemns with the
ening the Tutsi to leave the grounds or incur seri- utmost firmness the massacre of refugees from
ous harm. That very night, the killings began.
the Democratic Republic of Congo which occurred
Burundian rebels claimed responsibility for on the territory of Burundi," the statement read. "
the massacre and destruction of another military The Security Council calls upon the authorities of
camp.
Burundi and of the Democratic Republic of Congo
How the conflict escalated to this to cooperate actively so that the perpetrators and
point?
those responsible for those crimes be brought to
Fred Mensah, an associate professor of justice without delay.'
International Relations and Comparative Politics
State Department Deputy Spokesman Adam
said the situation in Burundi has been escalating Ereli also issued a statement to the media supfor sometime.
porting the UN's actions.
"The source of the conflict exists between the
'The United States strongly supports the iniHutu and Tutsi tribes in Rwanda and Burundi," tiative of the UN Security Council to quickly inveshe said. ~ The Hutus see the Tutsi as outsiders and tigate the massacre," the statement read." \Ve also
have never granted them full citizenship."
call upon aJI countries in the region to respect the
Hutus comprise 85% of the population, where- peace accords and to cooperate fully to oppose
as the Tutsis constitute only 15%. Because they are advocates of violence who carried out this attack,
the majority, the Hutus have been able to assert in order to ensure conditions of peace and security
dominance easily through the political process.
for all.'
"The Hutus used the ballot box to reassert
American Media has Paid Little
their majority status," said Mensah. ''Thereafter Attention to the Conflict.
they obtained political control, massacres occurred
While the events occurring in Burundi have
and people fled the DRC and Uganda."
been on the agenda of many governments, many
Resembl a n ce to Rwandan Massacr e in say the An1erican media failed to give the Burundi
~1assacre worthy press coverage. Mensah says the
1994.
The recent massacre in Burundi resembles media neglects most issues happening in Africa.
the Rwandan genocide that occurred in 1994. In
"Already, the American media spends little
that conflict, Hutus massacred 800,000 Tutsi and time on Africa," he said. "Right now, the main
moderate Hutus in 100 days. Besides ethnic divi- issues are the elections, the Iraq mess, and the sosions, some believe other components caused the called war on terrorism."
rebels to carry out this massacre.
Although there was scant attention paid by
According to Dr. Fred Mensah, C. Pirelli's the nledia, Mensah says Howard students can still
idea of Memoria Sangrea, (translated as blood do something.
memory) making up for atrocities from the past
''They need to have a good understanding of
could be fueling the tensions occurring today.
the African region because they are of African
"It is called institutional blood memory, where descent," he said. ·· They can lobby to Congress
people remember those killed in the past," said or talk to African groups and African-American
Mensah. "It is a conscious attempt to settle an political action groups."
old cause."
Dr. Davis recommends a roundtable discusDr. John Davis, an international relations sion about the Burundi Massacre.
professor at Howard University, said he believes
"I would like to see the African Students
a slow economy could have contributed to the Association or the Ralph B1mche International
outrage. "The lack of exports and not enough jobs Center discuss ethnic tensions because there is
cause people to play the blame game," said Davis. little information about Rwanda and Burundi,"
What's Been Done to Help?
he said.
In an effort to not repeat the past, the United

,

BY ASHLEY McWILLIAMS

BY RANDY SHORT
Contributing Writer

Secretary of State Colin Powell called the
situation in Sudan "genocide" for the first time
last week. It was 'the strongest language used to
describe the conflict by a high-ranking official in
the Bush Administration.
Speaking before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, Powell said after reviewing evidence
compiled by experts sent to evaluate the crisis,
"we concluded - I concluded that genocide has
been committed in Darfur and that the government of Sudan and the Janjaweed bear responsibility." PowPll said, "Genocide may still be
occurring."
Many have complained that the international community has been slow to intervene in the
crisis and also, news media from around the
globe has not offered a fair or informed depiction
of the genocide.
Over the last eighteen months a war of genocide has been waging in Darfur. The genocide
is the government's response to an insurgency
on the part of rebel groups demanding greater
political representation in Khartorum. The dictatorial regime of General Omar al-Bashir has
unleashed a program of genocide against the
people of the region. Locally recruited militias,
armed and commanded by Sudanese army officers, burn and loot villages in rebel areas in combined operations with helicopter gun ships, rape
women and kill men, forcing the survivors to flee
west across the border into Chad. Some are left
to seek refuge in government-controlled towns
and camps, where they are under the control of
those responsible for the genocide.
Millions of people have been displaced by
the conflict. An estimated two million internally
displaced persons are still inside Sudan. Trapped
in the impending seasonal rains without assistance, they are likely to perish from malnutrition
and epidemic disease. Recent visitors to rebelheld areas report seeing the remains of young
men who were victims of extra-judicial executions by Sudanese troops. A cease-fire between
the government in Khartoum and the rebels
has broken down, the international aid effort
has been jeopardized by government obstruction
and the delay of emergency relief.

Wa11t to write for
Nation a11d World?
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+
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Powell appeared before Congress to
denounce Sudan's Genocide.

There are American hands stained by the
profits made by the oil companies based in
Sudan, which are owned and operated by the
governments of the Chinese, ~1alaysians, and
Indians. Over $90 billion are illegally invested in
companies doing business in Sudan. Hundreds
of thousands of Americans' retirement investment funds are bankrolling the genocide.
In Washington, D.C alone, the District of
Columbia Retiren1ent Board (DCRB) has illegally invested $147 million in companies involved
with Sudan.
Foreign currency supplies this
rogue and venal government the cash necessary
to finance its genocide. The Sudan Campaign
announced a divestment movement at its rally at
the Sudanese Embassy earlier this month, which
was attended by seven hundred people. Boward
students have been called upon by leaders to
make Washington, D.C. the first American locality to divest itself of "blood stocks and bonds.~
For further information see www.sudancampaign.com
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Weapons of Mass Destruction
Will Enter American Hands

Shaq Records Kobe Bashing Lyrics
The competition and battle below the belt amid his stressful you be the judge of the better
of egos was more than evident trial was wrong. Though Kobe lyricist if you can stomach the
when Kobe Bryant and Shaquille is a completely separate edito- whole thing.
O'Neal stepped onto the same rial, we still think this was an
Shaq's lyrics from "You Not
court as "team players." The unnecessary and childish move the Fightin Type":
better player could be disputed on Shaq's behalf. Shaq, this is
l."I heard your little interfor days, but one thing is more not 1994, nobody is wearing view for what Ben Wallace said.
than clear. Shaquille O'Neal TWISM (his old clothing line) I aint got no response for spimust be bitter about his trade to and nobody wants to hear you der-web head."
the Miami Heat, and his bitter- bashing Kobe, unless the lyrics
2. "Even with wings, you'll
ness is manifested in his Kobe are entertaining of course.
never be as fly as me"
attack and the sudden rebirth of
We feel that Shaq has
3. "You remind me of Kobe
the horribly 1990s Shaq-Fu "Let released the song as a public- Byrant trying to be as high as
it Reign" days.
me ... but you can't...
Do we smell a
even if you get me
midlife crisis? Shaq
traded ... wherever
released a song entitled
I'm at, I'm Puffy;
"You Not the Fightin'
you Mase and you're
Type,"
collaborating
still hated."
with DJ Vlad on the
Hilltop consenCD, Hot in Here Part
sus: zero mies and a
Fiue, according to USA
collective boo.
Today. We laughed at
Kobe's
Lyrics
the title, but we had no
from "K..O.B.E." f./
idea of the laughter that would ity stunt to glorify himself as a Tyra Banks (which was recordfollow the song.
star athlete and talented rap- ed years ago)
Some Hilltopers looked per, meanwhile bashing Kobe.
1. "Oh, what I live for?
confused, annoyed, bewildered, How much is too much Shaq? Basketball beats and broads
and amused by the bubble gum How old are you again? Was it from Italy to the US, yes, it's
l~Tics. We all winced as we read really necessary to sit down, pen raw."
the lyrics knowing that one of and paper, and make a song as
2. "I'ma search for the one
our younger siblings could have a cheap shot? Kobe's respond- that make my wealth feel poor,
easily done better. Shaq also ed by saying, "That upsets me. who can ignore the spotlight of
used the song to verbally attack That angers me. That hurts me," Grandma."
Detroit Pistons' Ben Wallace, according to the USA Today arti3. "Slash fame, slash power,
and the rapper Skillz. So what's cle. Kobe's response was pretty slash respect. All of the above
next, a Kobe rebuttal? Music basic and mature, but we don't makes me a supreme threat to
videos and airtime?
doubt that Kobe is in the stu- scrubs"
Who's got next, Allen dio between court appearances
Hilltop consensus: negative
Iverson or some other random recording some exclusive new one mic for the "yes it's raw"
basketball rapper? We feel that tracks. \Ve demand that Shaq irony and two thumbs down.
Shaq is basking a little too hard put a stop to the music and stick
in the glory, and hitting Kobe to what he knows best. Now,

Our View:

Shaq, stick to basketball and
put your rap career to bed
iffimediately.

An Angry Schwarzenegger Sues
the Maker of ''Girly-Men'' Dolls
Accordingly to E-Online,
California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger sued doll manufacturers Bosley and Bobbers
for a bobble head doll made in
his likeness, holding an assault
rifle. John Edgell, a Washington
lobbyist, was also sued for mar
keting the same
bobble head doll.
Despite
Arnold's
actions, Edgell excitedly announced the
Arnie product lineup, which includes
urinal cakes, t-shirts
and girlie-men bobble-head dolls. We
love Edgell's slap in
the face to Arnold's ignorant
statement. The Arnie dolls wear
pink dresses, lipstick, and eye
makeup.
The Bosley Bobbers agreed
to sell their new Arnie dolls
without the rifle and allow most
of the proceeds to go to Arnold's
charity, Arnold's All-Stars, and
a charity of choice for Bosley
Bobbers. Mr. Edgell stood firmly behind his First Amendment
right to prove a point, and
frowned upon Bosely Bobbers
for giving in. The slogan for his

product line will be, "Poking fun
at politicians is a serious business. Support satire. Support
free speech." We think Edgell
deserves a standing ovation.
We fully support the girliemen doll because we think it
teaches Arnold to think before

Our View:

inappropriate and immature.
Arnold needs to learn how to
articulate his frustrations by
other means besides name-calling. We think that it is a good
move on behalf of the Democrats
to reiterate Schwarzenegger's
mistake. Maybe the products
Edgell is pushing for
will make people think
twice about the box
they check next election.
We find the dolls
to be very entertaining
but we also feel like the
money could have been
spent on something
more important, especially from a political standpoint
(Kerry could use some of that
1noney these days). The money
spent on the dolls could have
been donated to a charity or to
another good cause. Instead,
some assembly line is putting
pink dresses on bobble-head
dolls all in the name of making a
point. However, we must agree
that the point was well made.
Hopefully next time Arnold will
think before he speaks.

Way to go lobbyist!
Humiliate Arnie for making
such an offensive comment.
he speaks and to not take his
constituents' feelings lightly.
No matter how Arnold explains
it, the term girlie-men could
clearly be a negative reference
to homosexuality. California
is obviously a very liberal state
with a high homosexual population and we feel that Arnold
should be more sensitive to
that.
After all, plenty of "girliemen" probably got him into
office in the first place. Even
if he was joking, it was highly

President Bush neglected to
renew the decade long weapon
ban which officially expired on
Monday. The ban outlawed 19
types of weapons including AK47s, TEC-9s, Uzis, and weapons
with high ammunition capacity. Bush apparently did not
push for Congress to renew the
ban and avoided addressing
the topic, according to Reuters.
However, he did say
that he would have
approved it ifhe were
approached about it.
Despite the 9/11
Commission reports
that revealed an AlQaeda training manual urging followers to
buy assault weapons
from America, Bush
chose to allow the sale of the
weapons. We think the National
Rifle Association's pressure and
generous donations to the Bush
campaign caused him to stall.
Now, a smaller version of the
weapons of mass destruction
Bush has been searching for will
end up in the hands of serial
killers, terrorists, and in the
hands of children neglected one

psychos add several new weapons to their collection, naturally
they will want to test them out.
Who will be their test dummies?
It would be unrealistic to think
that the crime rates and homicides won't skyrocket as a result
of this decision.
Normally, we can recognize
the opposing side of our argument, but in this case there is no
justification for allowing deadly weapons
for open access. On a
positive note, maybe
this poor decision will
inspire voters to think
deeply about the man
that has made decisions
that will affect them forever. Didn't we learn
anything from the tragedies that this country has witnessed within the past 10 years?
We wonder how Congress let
this one slide without making
a point to get it passed. Just
imagine the amount of guns
that will be waiting under your
neighbor's bed, your co-worker's drawer, your enemy's purse
or a stranger's belt. We won't
sleep easy on this one.

second too long. So 1nuch for
"protecting the American people," Mr. Bush. At the Hilltop,
we are sadly bracing ourselves
for even more shooting incidents dominating the news in
the near future.
We weren't surprised to
hear that Bush didn't extend
the ban because we recognize his vested interest in t\le

Our View:

Bush shows a lack of concern
for our safety by letting the
Assault Weapons Ban expire.
NRA. We wonder how many
more times the President will
put his own needs before our
safety. First, it's oil and then
it's campaign money (politics as
usual). Now we have another
example of where our President
has gone wrong. But this one
poses a long-term threat to all
of us. Once all of the hunters,
gun association members, and
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The Parking-less Plight

Quick to Judge: My Two Cents

BY MAIYA NORTON

BY RAYMOND WATSON

Monday I woke up at 8 a.m. to make sure that I was going
to be the "first" in the supposed first-come, first-serve parking selection. I was among hundreds of other students who set
alarms early, logged onto BisonWeb before even brushing teeth,
anticipating finally putting a rest to the days of badgering people
in the Parking office.
Everyone who took the parking "L" can feel me on this one. I
know you tried to do it early and it clearly stated, "Parking selection is scheduled to begin between the hours of 9:00 AM - 9:00
PM." I wasn't surprised because you have to expect Howard to
be on time when you need them to be early. So the countdown
began...
I was staring at the clock (like it was really that serious) until
it was 9:00 a.m. I clicked parking and proceeded to imagine
my little Hyundai resting safely, ticket-free in a parking lot.
Moments later a notice appeared telling me I have an outstanding
account balance.
I promptly spazzed out, thinking about my loans and the
recent charges I had made to the account. I called parking and
student accounts at least 300 times in a five-minute time span
only to hear that annoyingly pleasant message telling me to call
back later. Desperately, I tried to go to step 2 and thought I was
making progress until I was shut down with that too. I did some
anger management breathing then decided to try again. M)'
bloodshot, angry eyes read "Lot selections full." It wasn't even
9:30. So much for 9 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
I decided to immediately go to Parking to see what to do.
Apparently, every other angry driver shared my vision. Everyone
in line had folded arms, scrunched foreheads, and words brewing
for the Parking staff. We all got the same nonchalant 'Tm sorry
there's nothing we can do" routine and went on about our days
after we stopped cursing and fuming.
By the tiine you read this, everyone will be aware of what
really went wrong. The Parking staff messed the system up so it
wouldn't allow anyone with an account balance (probably 70% of
the student body) to register, when it was supposed to be those
who weren't validated. So now, not only are we in debt (account
balance people) but we are space-Jess! This is outlandish.
I could complain all day and night but the reality is mistakes
happen. Instead of simply whining, I have some suggestions.
Number one, ease up on the tickets, Howard. There are always
extra spaces in every lot daily that we could temporarily use without being bombarded with tickets. Can we live? They wouldn't
even issue one-day passes today. Secondly, keep it real with us
about parking. We all know you have more spaces than you want
to admit. Just tell us you do not want to give them out. I'd much
rather hear that then tell me every single space in every single Jot
is taken. Thirdly, let's prioritize. What good is Chik-fil-A when
you have 300 tickets or you have to interrupt your workout in the
new gym to move your car all day? Heaven forbid it's towed!
Instead of spending money on luxuries lets work on the
necessities. Howard is a commuter school and many students
need to have their cars. Why was the gas station torn down, only
to reveal an itty-bitty lot with about 30 spaces? We have the
money, what's good with some parking garages? Lastly, please
keep in mind that we pay good money to go here. If you make a
mistake, remember the customer service instead of the shoulder
shrugs.
Meanwhile, I will be moving my car every few hours and
reverting back to my Parking office visits. Anyone with a space, I
WILL PAY YOU. Holler at me! maiyanorton@yahoo.com

Is it "Welcome Back"
or "Why did you even come
back?"
In case you didn't
catch the reference, I'm talking about rapper/pastor Mase.
In recent weeks, Pastor Mase
has been under heavy fire from
eve1ybody, Christians and nonChristians alike. The masses
apparently don't really tn1st
hin1 or hate him- they're just
listening to his music.
On the other side, so-called
church people don't trust him,
condemn him, or they simply
fast and pray for his immediate repentance. The thing that
bothers me most about all this
is it seems like we're doing the
same thing to Mase now that
was Jone to Jesus back in the
day and to someone by the Franklin, "That ain't God." And
name of Kirk FrankJin in mod- now we're quick to say the same
ern times. What do I mean? about Mase. I n1ay not underJesus was scrutinized, criticized stand everything Mase is doing
and judged by his own because and why, and he probably has
he didn't "fit" their idealistic and will make some mistakes.
descriptiori of what the Messiah But that is the main reason why
was supposed to look like or act God said not to lean on your
like. Ile wasn't supposed to be own understanding because
spending time with sinners and you'll never be able to figure
the sickJy.
him out.
Then in the 1990s, we
God has never fit in the box
were quick to say about Kirk the church has for him so why

I Miss the Kang
BY MICHAEL ARCENEAUX

that hint of arrogance in his
interviews, the choreograAfter listening to Britney phy, raunchy stage shows, and
Spears' remake of the "New unfortunate attempts at becomJack Swing" era classic "My ing an emcee mid-way through
Prerogati\'e,· I was left with a track-Usher's act has Bobby
only one sentiment- I miss Brown written all over it. While
Bobby Brown. Yeah, you read Usher is an accomplished enterthat right, I miss Bobby Brown! tainer in his own right, for me,
Before his fall from grace in the his tamed version of Bobby's
i99os, before his career became act just doesn't compare to
marred with lawsuits over fail- the original. The same can be
ure to pay child support, con- said for Spears' bland remake.
stant arrests, and speculations It lacks that certain "oomph"
over drug use, he was the "King needed to carry such an attiof R&B" (That's rhythm and tude driven track. Perhaps my
blues, not rocks and blunts, you problem is bigger than Bobby
jokesters).
Brown.
Believe it or not, the year's
Something is missing from
biggest star, R&B sensation many of today's stars. In "My
Usher has been modeling Prerogative," Bobby boasts that
Bobby Brown for years. From he doesn't give a . d---. With

PIECES OF YOU
Tune: On Broadway by B a rry Mann et al.
They say w e'll allfo1·get befo1•e
November._
It's s aid thatjla i1· andfancy rule the
mind.

But w h en y ou .find y o u1• pockets bare,
and all thei1•figu res turn to air,
You'll.fin d thei1• movem ent hard t o get
behind.
They say m is takes iv illf ade before
November.
W e'll colla r dogs to m ake th em civilized.
But chances are th ey'll get away ,
I promise they ivon't go astra y.
They 'll sin k their t eeth before we've
realized.

They hope to s t eal our voice b efore
N ovember.
Raise M initruc to crus h o ur w eak ened
blaze.

•

do we keep trying to make Him?
All I'm saying is this: judge a
tree by its fruit. If we were to
judge each other by the fruit we
bear, most of us couldn't say a
word against .Mase.
~ly thought is simple: pray
for the brother's strength and
wisdom as he takes his light,
not into the church where he's
not needed as much, but into
Sodom and Gomorrah territory
where they need the light the

most. In conclusion, he's a work
in process, just as we all are.
Therefore, don't judge anybody
until the appointed time, and
now is not that time.
RaymondWatsonis analum,
G/o 2004. He can be reached at
raywatson2003@yahoo.con1

Bobby it comes across as sin- rageous, it is because he's a bit
cere. When I hear Britney say it, of a loon boon, not because his
I have to pause the song just so image makers instructed him
I can finish laughing. And that's on what to say and do to appear
when it dawned on me what "real."
exactly was missing: authenticAnd this is why I love
ity.
Bobby. Sure, some of his stage
Many of today's entertain- antics ma) have been dumb
ers exploit their private lives, moves, but hey, he was bold
then like to complain that we, enough to do the1n I doubt
the public, are far too nosey. Or that boldness still consumes
they do something sensational the industry. Maybe I'm just as
just for the sake of trying to crazy as Bobby, but I know one
entice us to buy their album. I thing is for sure: things are a
know, I know, controversy sells lot more interesting when you
- but come on, can people at aren't so image conscious. So, if
least be a little more genuine? you see me on the yard with my
When Usher suddenly wants to iPod singing "Roni" (poorly),
treat the public as if we're all or doing the running man to
Catholic priests, it seems gim- "Every Little Step" (shamelessmicky, and forced. I'm waiting ly off beat), don't question my
on Britney's follow up single: sanity. Instead. try and console
"I'm The Baddest Chick Because me, I can't help that as time
Jive Told Me So." At least when moves on, I get a little nostalgic
Bobby does something wild, or for the days when it really was
says something completely out- the artists' prerogative.

©ear ©emocrats,

WORD OF THE WEEK:
Novem ber
Uzo1na Peter Lane

PERSPECTIVES 89

But I 'll s h out truth s o long and higl1,
that the y 'll retreat or beg to die.
Our light s hall be a bea con in the
darkness.
Yes w e s hall be a b eacon i n t he da rkness.
When morning dulls th e sting of night,
and calms tlte ocean's ang1y song,
can misery last lo ng?
When laughter spills up on t h e gray, a nd
drowns y o ur anger, soothes your pain,
can d arkness come again ?
When.friends are born ancl sorrow pales,
when love is f ormed against a ll s in,
w h a t sh a ll w e do but w in?
W ant y o ur poem to b e in th e "Pieces of
You" Section ofFriday's Perspectives?
Don't be afrai d to pull out t he d ramatic
one you sent y o ur ex o r the em powering
one you've been to shy to s hare ! Send
original poems to maiyanorton @yahoo.
com.

I feel it is my duty, 1s well a
my nght. as an Amen can, a student
and a voter to offer some advice
to the Democratic Party concerning the upcoming election. Several
of these points have already been
eloquently addressed by Michael
Arceneaux in an earlier article, so
1 will provide a different angle. My
advice will focus first on image,
then on action and close with lasting commitment.
The Democratic image is in
serious trouble. By this, I do not
mean those unscrupulous attack
ads. I am referring to the image the
party gives of itself. That image
is weak. indecisive and. frankly,
desperate. Examples of these flaws
in image can be seen in things
like a site that promises sex with
models for votes. the failure of the
Democratic National Convention
(DNC) to launch a no-holds-barred

attack at the incumbent. and the
eonst.mt worrymg about Ralph
Nader's influence on the race.
For the last time. Katherine
I larris had a lot more to do with the
2000 loss to Bush than Nader did.
Stop focusing on the wrong thing!
From now on, scrap the gimmicks,
stop worrying, stop falling into the
traps of a "C" student and fight.
Second, you just can't say
you support !lungs any longer. 1
want physical proof Republicans
couldn't be more focused on their
base with the Hubble telescope, but
Democrats ignore their most loyal
voter:;. It's time to change that.
Democrats need to involve themselves m state and local "minority" issues, take a solid stand on
education, and begin reforming
healthcare. Actions speak louder
than words and the DNC needs to
get to work.

Finally, you need commitment. You need it. I promise you,
if you cannot comnut to societal
changes in healthcare and cduca·
tion. commit to a strong position
on this war and national security,
and commit to giving us a better
idea of what a Kerry administration would do to solve thcsc prob
lems, you' re go mg to lose.
That's my advice and I apologize if it's been han;h, but I havcn 't
time to pull punches. There's an
important election ahead. Let me
close with this: 1f nothing changes, my vote m November will
be for Nader. along with many
Independents and others. In short,
straighten up and fly right.
Sincerely.
Uzoma Peter Lane

•
•

. . ~the Hil.1to wants t c read~
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Large Bascn1cnt Apartmcnr
5 min Drive to Can1pus Lois
of light.

lot-. of space. Nc\v

Appliances. separate entrance. separate bathroon1.
separate kitchen. very con1fonablc. '1tu.Jent discount
675.00 per month 5300
tllinois A\'e. N\V call Troy

Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words.

•

Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every S words
thereafter.

Smrl~. Faculty.

Staff
Top .~.s paid for
used and unwanted
Textboo s

Taj Boo

s~vice

(202) 722-072

Textbook avings
inQC 982

Announcements

Spring Break 2005
" 'ith STS,
.'\.1nerica 's # 1
Student Tour
Operator.
Hiring carnpus reps.
Call for group discounts. lnfoiReservations
1-800-648-4849
\V\V\\'.ststravel.com

JfC:NVfJ
Presliman <Event
@ 7'fie Quad'
Sunday,
Septem6er 19tli
2:30

Corne out antfjoirz us

#
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